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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) represents an environment comprised of various
physical and logical objects—such as vehicles, home appliances, animals, man-
ufacturing machines—that have unique digital identifications which enable them
to interact with one another over the Internet. Fundamentally, conceptual IoT ar-
chitecture indicates the Internet Protocol (IP) to be the primary network commu-
nication method regardless of what upper layer application protocols are, which
leaves the interoperability issues unanswered. In order to address such issues,
World Wide Web (W3C) consortium has introduced Web of Things (WoT) that
standardises the communication interfaces among IoT entities towards achieving
a global standard communication protocol based on the Web technologies.
Meanwhile, mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, phablets have be-
come one of the primary elements of Mobile IoT (MIoT) systems. Specifically,
emerged smartphones have various inbuilt hardware and software sensors, and
they are capable of employing as gateways to connect external sensors (e.g., body
sensors) to the central management system in the cloud. Therefore, MIoT sys-
tems have utilised mobile devices as either sensory data source or as the gateway
servers via the Mobile Web Services (MWS) hosted on the mobile devices. MWS
enhances the capability of various mobile sensing applications, such as mobile
crowdsensing, real-time mobile health monitoring and mobile social network in
proximity.
Accordingly, researchers have considered such smart mobile devices as one
type of MIoT devices that is capable of connecting and delegating the physical
moving objects such as animals, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), land vehicles
or even certain levels of human behaviours. Given that there exists various types of
mobile devices and application frameworks, the problem of interpretability among
MIoT is also raised. To provide seamless communication between MIoT systems,
the WoT architecture can be integrated towards adapting MIoT devices to mobile
WoT (MWoT) devices.
Although recent mobile devices are quite capable in terms of mobile data trans-
mission speed and computation power, the frequent usage of high-performance
multi-core mobile central processing units and high-speed 3G/4G cellular Inter-
net data transmission will quickly drain the battery power of the mobile devices.
Numerous existing approaches have sought to overcome the resource-intensive
issues in the mobile-embedded service provisioning domain. However, there still
exist some challenges that need to be addressed to increase mobile devices’ effi-
ciency in terms of energy conservation. To overcome the intensive energy con-
sumption issues of the MWoT, in this thesis, the author presents a lightweight
service-oriented framework for MWoT based on constraint application protocols.
Commonly, IoT systems process the data and make the decision at the central
management system in the cloud. Similarly, MWoT would follow the same ap-
proach. However, considering the latency issue derives from the mobile Internet
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speed and the end-to-end latency between the MWoT device and the cloud, the
classic model is unable to achieve the applications that demand ultra-low latency
in terms of sensory data processing and decision making. In order to support such
a need, the author extends the lightweight MWoT framework with mist comput-
ing mechanism, which allows the system distributes certain tasks from the cloud to
MWoT host. Further, considering the MWoT host have limited hardware compo-
nents, if it receives multiple requests that involve the same hardware functions at
the same period of time, it will cause the conflicts issue and cause the MWoT host
unable to satisfy the quality of service. In order to address the issue, the author
introduces the resource-aware autonomous service configuration that can manage
the availability of the functions provided by the MWoT host, based on the dy-
namically changing hardware resource availability. Additionally, the framework
supports task distribution among a group of mist computing-enabled resources.
In addition, the author has investigated to reduce the energy consumption of
MWoT devices, mainly using mobile Internet-based data transmission that con-
sumes more energy than proximal communication methods such as Wi-Fi, Blue-
tooth Low Energy, etc. Although MWoT device can utilises proximal public Wi-
Fi Internet access points, that may raise issues of data security. If MWoT devices
can collaborate with proximal Wi-Fi Internet access point that belongs to the pre-
identified trusted organisations, they can save significant battery power and mit-
igate the security issues. Recent research in IoT has emphasised the importance
of distributing processes from the distant central server to the proximal resources
such as Fog Computing and Networking architecture (i.e., the fog), which can
cater the alternative Internet connect for MWoT. However, utilising Fog Network-
ing service (FogNets) is also raises a new research question due to many het-
erogeneous FogNets providers, that have different capabilities such as operation
schedules, workload, and queue size etc. If the MWoT device randomly selects a
FogNets provider simply based on the FogNet providers’ availability, it may con-
sume unnecessary energy for the MWoT device if the MWoT device switches the
connected FogNets provider too frequent. In order to address the challenges dis-
cussed above, the author has proposed a proactive FogNets scheduling framework
for MWoT. Specifically, the proposed framework aims to optimise the FogNets
connection schedule towards reducing the extra energy consumption derived from
the switching FogNets providers.
Finally, this thesis extensively addresses the energy conservation of the MWoT.
Moreover, we have implemented the proposed frameworks on real devices and
evaluated them based on several case studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) was first introduced by Kevin Ashton in a presen-
tation at Procter & Gamble in 1999 [111]. According to Ashton’s definition, the
IoT is a technology that ’empowers computers with their own means of gathering
information, observes, identify and understand without the limitations of human-
entered data’. Later, in 2005, the International Telecommunication Union defined
the IoT as ’A global infrastructure for the information society enabling advanced
services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on existing and
evolving, interoperable information and communication technologies’ [70]. Sim-
ilarly, the European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things defined the IoT as
follows: ’The Internet of Things allows people and things to be connected Any-
time, Anyplace, with Anything and Anyone, ideally using Any path/network and
Any service’ [154].
In contemporary society, the IoT represents an environment that comprises var-
ious physical and logical objects—such as computers, mobile telephones, cars, ap-
pliances, animals and virtual sensors—that have a unique digital identifier that en-
ables them to interact with each other over the Internet, without requiring human
interaction [11]. The ultimate purpose of such an environment is to strengthen
and enhance lives and increase the efficiency of various interconnected services
and applications in mainly, but not limited to, the three domains of industry, envi-
ronment and society [11].
For example, supply chain management, transportation and logistics, and avi-
ation can be considered applications in the industrial domain. Some typical cases
in this domain are the passive radio frequency identification device (RFID) tag-
enabled cards/tags in transportation [74] and supply chain management applica-
tions [76]. Agriculture and environmental monitoring can be considered applica-
tions in the environmental domain. Common applications in this domain include
deploying wireless sensors in farmlands to monitor humidity, temperature, soil
moisture, solar radiation and so forth to improve environmental and agricultural
sustainability [86], and environmental monitoring systems [87]. Finally, examples
in the social domain include applications for healthcare; smart buildings, homes
and offices; media and entertainment; and education. A widespread application
in this domain is a smart home [65], which enables its tenants to automatically
control lighting, cooling/heating systems, windows and blinds, home appliances
and so on, which are connected to the Internet.
In contrast to the traditional method of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that
acquire information from the environment, in the IoT, it is expected that things
can also interact/react with the physical world [82]. To achieve this requirement,
the things may have a type of embedded smartness to function accordingly. For
example, smart pill bottles remind patients to take their medication via smart re-
minders, while records indicate whether the patient has taken the correct dosage
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with automatic dose tracking1. Industry predictions reveal that, over time, the IoT
will expand sufficiently to enable thousands of homes and industrial appliances
to be connected to the Internet. It is predicted that, by 2020, around 50 billion
physical things will be connected to the Internet [20]. Accordingly, the traditional
Internet architecture needs to be upgraded to manage the issues encountered when
interconnecting billions or trillions of different objects.
Although the IoT continues connecting objects and frameworks to the Inter-
net Protocol (IP)–based Internet using the most current communication technolo-
gies—such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, Ethernet and Wi-Fi—there remain some lim-
itations when connecting each and every object. The limiting factor is the non-
appearance of a typical technique or interface to establish communication among
the different things. To conquer the absence of interoperability across platforms
in the IoT, there should be platform-independent application programming inter-
faces (APIs) that empower unique platforms to know how to communicate with
each other. The Web of Things (WoT) is a high-level application protocol de-
signed to maximise interoperability within the IoT. The WoT can be considered a
refinement of the IoT to integrate smart things into the Internet and web architec-
ture [63]. According to Tim Berners-Lee, the influence of the web did not reach its
full potential until the semantic web was developed. He claimed that the semantic
web aims to provide a framework for data and information that can be processed
automatically [16].
In the meantime, the W3C WoT [77] is proposed to empower interoperability
crosswise over IoT platforms and application areas. It generally provides pro-
cedures to formally describe IoT interfaces to allow IoT gadgets and services to
speak with each other, separate from their basic implementation, and across multi-
ple networking protocols. Accordingly, WoT systems are essentially IoT systems
with mechanisms to empower associated connected things, such as home appli-
ances, vehicles and animals, to be communicable by means of web technologies.
In addition, this is considered the familiar application layer of the IoT. Further, the
WoT will provide a uniform resource locator (URL) to every thing, and a REST-
ful API that empowers a gathering of machine-interpretable descriptions of things
that enable more physical items to interface with the Internet.
The W3C thing description (TD) [122] approach provides an entry point to
a thing that includes rich semantic metadata to describe the thing itself. More-
over, the TD provides a machine-understandable data model and features of the
WoT’s properties—such as actions, events and interaction models exposed to ap-
plications—that provide metadata for communication among the different things
over the web. The work of characterising a TD for a current device enables it to
participate in the WoT without making any alterations to itself.
In contemporary lifestyles, recently introduced mobile devices—such as smart-
phones and tablets—have become essential and indispensable tools in everyday
1https://nanthealth.com/vitality/
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life. With their faster processing power, larger and higher-resolution display
screens, greater memory and enhanced power-saving mechanisms, they contribute
significantly towards making it easy for us to exist and perform our everyday
work. Additionally, accessing high-speed mobile Internet (e.g., 3G/4G or long-
term evolution (LTE) Internet) has led mobile device use to become a common
phenomenon, with recent reports indicating that about 56% of global web traffic
originates from mobile devices [144].
The evolution of service-oriented architecture technologies and enhanced fea-
tures of mobile telephone–embedded sensors (proximity, light, accelerometer, gy-
roscopic sensors, etc.), higher computation power and greater storage and actu-
ation capabilities have motivated the mobile sensing paradigm. This has created
a new avenue of mobile sensing services, in which smartphones are capable of
providing various environmental context information by either pushing the col-
lected sensory data to remote servers or providing the data directly via embedded
mobile web services (MWS) technology (also termed the mobile host) [26]. The
basic idea of the mobile host is sensing the environment using inbuilt sensors, and
providing the sensing services to other clients as a web server. Distinct to the
push-based approach, MWS allow remote clients to perform on-demand requests
to the mobile host without uploading all the data they have collected periodically.
In addition, contemporary smartphones provide the ability to inventors to build
various mobile sensing applications, such as mobile crowdsensing [100,155] real-
time mobile health monitoring [78, 158], real-time activity tracking [14, 108], lo-
cation based services [36], ambient assisted living [17] and mobile social net-
works in proximity applications [32, 124]. In general, smartphones play the role
of web service consumers. Changing the position of a web service client to a
web service provider is a challenging task because of the constrained nature of
the devices themselves. While various domains have integrated the IoT into their
systems, MIoT [119] emerged as the dominant theme in the IoT. In general, the
MIoT specifically addresses connected moving objects, such as humans, animals,
drones, and vehicles, which often rely on battery-powered devices. In connected
vehicle domain, applications such as Internet of Vehicles (IoVs) based traffic man-
agement solution [43], flexible vehicle-to-grid (V2G) coordination scheme to re-
duce the energy cost of charging stations [160], identify better locations of road-
side units for development of Content Delivery Networks [131], can be consid-
ered. Also, in a remote healthcare system, the patient must wear various battery-
powered body sensors, and the system uses the patient’s smartphone to collect
the sensory data from the body sensors, and then provides the data to the remote
hospital’s system [104].
Commonly, if all the MIoT system uses devices from a single vendor, it may
have no issues integrating the devices. However, this approach reduces flexibility
in choosing the device vendor. Further, if the vendor retreats from the market, the
system cannot easily find substitutions, and, eventually, the system manager must
replace all the devices. In contrast, if the system has applied the WoT, in which the
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system uses only WoT standard-compliant devices, it will increase the sustainabil-
ity of MIoT deployment. To differentiate from the general MIoT, in this thesis, the
author terms the WoT-driven MIoT the ‘mobile Web of Things’ (MWoT). MWoT
devices also operate as mobile sensing service gateways for other clients. Un-
like mobile host devices, which acquire data from inbuilt sensors, the MWoT can
collect data from other sensors in proximity and published over the standard web
technologies.
The MWoT eases various IoT applications. For example, on the Internet of
Vehicles [75], MWoT-compliant connected vehicles can quickly perform thing-
to-thing interaction, in which they can discover one another based on multicast
domain name system (mDNS), DNS service discovery (DNS-SD) [10] and WoT
interfaces to provide autonomous driving safety enhancement. Further, in the am-
bient assisted living [98] domain, the MWoT can simplify the communication
among mobile users and the surrounding environment. For example, a person
with a disability can use the MWoT to avoid crowded areas while he or she is in
central city streets. Finally, the MWoT eases the deployment and management
of remote healthcare [92], so that the associated wearable equipment and environ-
mental devices can efficiently perform communication towards improving sensory
data collection for the patient.
1.1. Problem Statement
Although recent smartphones have sufficient processing power and are capable
of high-speed data transmission, the challenge of resource constraints still ex-
ists when providing MWoT services. The frequent usage of high-performance
multi-core mobile central processing units (CPUs) and high-speed 3G/4G mo-
bile Internet data transmission quickly drains the battery power of the MWoT
device. Therefore, during recent years, several lightweight MWS provisioning
approaches [8, 15, 71, 99] have been proposed to address the resource-intensive
issues in the MWoT. Further, numerous frameworks have been introduced to re-
duce the resource consumption of the mobile host; however, the efficiency of their
approach is still limited. In this thesis, the author investigates the following open
issues that need to be resolved to adapt the design of future MWoT frameworks.
1. The constrained nature of available resources on mobile devices
In general, there are two trends of approaches used in most previous frame-
works to address the resource-intensive issues in the MWoT:
(a) Reducing the complexity of messaging, such as using Representa-
tional State Transfer (REST)–based service provisioning, rather than
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
(b) Using external resources to enhance the overall performance, such as
offloading complex computational tasks to the static cloud [30] or mo-
bile ad-hoc cloud [7].
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However, when considering energy efficiency, there remain issues regard-
ing these frameworks, mainly because of the underlying protocol stack. For
example, most of the past frameworks [80,96,106,140] were based on Hy-
perText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) as their application protocol, which is
on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Correspondingly, TCP is a
connection-oriented protocol that generally has more overhead on the trans-
port layer, and HTTP messages often have large header size (from 200 bytes
to 2 kilobytes), which is not suitable for constrained environments.
• Which features and lightweight protocols should be involved in a new
lightweight MWS provisioning framework to address the limitations in
the existing MWoT approaches?
2. Avoiding conflicts among the sensing services components and increase the
quality of service in MWoT
When considering MWoT-based sensing provisioning systems, at times the
workload of the MWoT device may reduce the efficiency of the device and
disturb the intended use of the device—for example, if the device is a mo-
bile telephone, it may disrupt telephone calls, the reading of text messages
and so on. In addition, the communications latencies in the MWoT will
increase when numerous clients are requesting the same information at the
same time. Further, mobile devices have limited sensing components and
may be unable to operate concurrently. As a result, there may be conflicts
among the sensing components. Conversely, some services may be able to
operate at the same time, even though they are using the same sensing com-
ponents. For example, video- and image-based sensing services both use
the camera component and may operate at the same time, depending on the
specification of the devices.
• In such cases, how does the MWoT device manage the services and
provide timely service publishing?
Similarly, in the case of a real-time or periodical sensing service operation,
the executed service can affect the availability of other services.
• How does the MWoT device measure or prioritise the availability of
the services?
• How does the MWoT device borrow some computational resources
from nearby devices, if its own available resources are limited?
3. Using collaborative fog networking services to reduce mobile Internet us-
age in MWoT devices
In general, the IoT environment involves a large number of MWoT devices
deployed in high density. Although large-scale connected MWoT devices
provide various possibilities, they still raise the challenge of constrained
energy because they operate on battery power and use mobile Internet com-
munication.
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Correspondingly, as the literature shows [98], Wi-Fi network communica-
tion consumes much less energy than cellular Internet, and sending data
below a threshold will consume very similar power. For instance, sending
100 bytes or 500 bytes consumes almost the same power via 3G mobile In-
ternet, which indicates that, when a device is brokering a small amount of
data for the other proximal wireless local area network (WLAN)-connected
devices, it will not consume much extra energy from the device itself.
In this regard, if MWoT devices can collaborate with proximal Wi-Fi Inter-
net access points, they can save significant battery power while engaging
in mobile sensing tasks. In the past, many works have discussed such an
Internet-sharing environment [9, 11, 42, 52, 69, 149], and the related com-
mercial services have already existed for many years (e.g.http://www.fon.
com). Moreover, sharing hardware resources has also been discussed in
studies [39,42,155] for different pervasive and mobile application domains.
Fortunately, recent research on the IoT has emphasised the importance of
distributing processes from the distant central server to the proximal re-
sources, such as programmable network routers, gateways, bridges or their
co-located machines. In particular, industry terms—such the paradigm of
fog computing and networking architecture (i.e., the fog)—can cater to al-
ternative Internet connections for the MWoT.
Since the industry founded the OpenFog consortium, it has been collabo-
rating with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) to
develop the fog standard [69]. It is foreseeable that, in the near future, local
small businesses and individuals will be providing public fog to the general
public, which is similar to the indie fog business model [28] and The Things
Network2 . Although using the fog networking service is a promising ap-
proach to improve the energy efficiency of the MWoT, it also raises new
research questions:
• How can one select the best FogNets provider in an environment that
comprises many heterogeneous FogNets providers that have different
workloads, queues and operation schedules?
• How can one reduce the unnecessary energy consumed by the MWoT
device from switching the connected FogNets provider too frequently
because of the availability of the FogNet provider?
1.2. Research Objectives and Contributions
A conventional approach of the MWoT is working as a mobile gateway device that
provides some sensing services to other devices over the standard web technolo-
gies. However, because of the dynamic nature of the WSN, uncertain mobility
patterns and the energy constraints of mobile devices lead to many challenges in
2https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/
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developing a sustainable MWoT framework. The research presented in this thesis
focuses on developing a generic MWoT framework to overcome the challenges
mentioned above—particularly energy conservation and avoiding the conflicts of
sensing services of the MWoT device. To summarise, the contributions of this
work are as follows:
• A lightweight mobile WoT framework
The framework is based on integrating a number of lightweight protocols,
including Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [128], Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) [130] and Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) [73]. The proto-
type of the proposed framework has been implemented and tested on a num-
ber of mobile devices, including Google/LG Nexus 51, Google/HTC Nexus
92 and Raspberry Pi3. The experimental results focus on performance com-
parison between the traditional MWS and the proposed lightweight MWoT
framework, and indicate the efficiency of the proposed lightweight MWS
framework concerning resource consumption and service provisioning per-
formance.
• A mePaaS
As the technology evolved, today’s ARM CPU-powered mobile devices can
outperform entry-level virtual machines [27] and are capable of supporting
such types of platforms. mePaaS nodes can execute customised computa-
tional processes defined by their requesters. mePaaS nodes loan their hard-
ware resources to others based on specific service level agreements. More-
over, the framework consists of a module that addresses the hardware usage
relative to the temporal space, especially when handling complex types of
services. The framework aims to address the two issues described before:
– a flexible program execution environment in the mobile device
– self-adaptive resource management; a prototype has been developed
based on mePaaS and has been thoroughly tested as a proof-of-concept.
• A proactive FogNets scheduling framework for the MWoT
In general, in the fog networking [19] environment, devices interconnect
with already existing proximal FogNets and use their resources. How-
ever, FogNets providers are not always actively connectable as a result of
some technical factors, such as maintenance and energy preservation. The
proposed framework is mainly designed for such environments. Establish-
ing a collaborative network in such an environment requires an appropriate
scheduling scheme. Specifically, the proposed framework aims to optimise
the FogNets connection schedule towards reducing the extra energy con-
sumption derived from switching the FogNets providers. The author imple-
mented and validated the proposed framework using physical devices, and
the experimental results indicate that the proposed architecture can reduce
the energy consumption for MWoT devices.
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1.3. Outline
The chapters in this thesis are organised as follows.
Chapter 2 summarises the state-of-the-art and related work in the MWoT. In
particular, the first section describes related lightweight operating systems for
sensor networks, such as Contiki and TinyOS. The following sections describe
some of the related technologies in lightweight communication, WoT architecture
and lightweight middleware for the MWoT. The author then introduces related
works that enhance the service provisioning of MWoT frameworks—such as us-
ing nearby resources in the MWoT to preserve energy, improving energy-efficient
approaches in WSNs and using public fog networking services. In the latter part
of Chapter 2, the author introduces further mechanisms to preserve the energy of
the MWoT by exploring energy-efficient service description and service discovery
approaches.
Chapter 3 introduces a lightweight MWS provisioning framework that uses
lightweight communication protocols and a scheduling algorithm to enhance the
energy efficiency of the MWoT devices. The proposed framework in this chapter
was partially published in a previous article (’Lightweight Mobile Web Service
Provisioning for the Internet of Things Mediation’ [88]).
Chapter 4 describes a service-oriented mePaaS—a framework that enables
edge MWoT devices to support resource-aware autonomous service configura-
tion, which can manage the availability of a platform that allows requesters to
deploy and execute their own program models. Partial contents of this chapter
have been previously published in [90, 91].
Chapter 5 discusses energy-efficient mobile data acquisition using public Fog
networking services. The framework introduces a proactive FogNets scheduling
scheme in the opportunistic Internet-sharing environment. MWoT devices can
continually retrieve information of already existing proximal FogNets and sched-
ule the connection among the available FogNets providers accordingly. The pro-
posed architecture in this chapter has been partially published in [89].
To evaluate the proposed frameworks, Chapter 6 presents the details of proto-
types that the author has implemented on real devices, and the evaluation results
of the use cases.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the contributions and evalua-
tion results, and by outlining the further work that should be undertaken to en-
hance the MWoT service provisioning.
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2. STATE OF THE ART
Providing MWS in which the mobile terminals are used as both web service
clients and providers is not a new concept, and has been a popular research area
in recent years. This chapter explores the state-of-the-art options available in the
MWoT, particularly in relation to system architectures, protocols and communi-
cation mechanisms.
2.1. Lightweight Operating Systems for Sensor Networks
In general, WSNs consist of a large number of resource-constrained tiny sensor
nodes that collectively form a network to acquire and transport sensor data. For
a large number of node deployments, it is not practically feasible to frequently
move to every node and change/update their configuration when necessary. To
address these types of issues, researchers have proposed using lightweight, tiny
operating systems for sensor nodes. The following subsections describe two of
these commonly used operating systems.
2.1.1. Contiki
Contiki [49] is a lightweight operating system developed for typically constrained
sensor nodes, with the feature of loading and unloading individual programs and
services dynamically. The operating system is implemented in the C language
with event-driven kernel architecture, and can be ported to conventional sen-
sor devices with 8-bit microcontrollers, less than 20 kilobytes of random-access
memory (RAM) and a few hundred kilobytes of read-only memory (ROM). For
instance, Contiki was simply ported to the ScatterWeb [121] embedded sensor
board with the configuration of the Texas Instruments MSP430 series, an ultra-
low-power microcontroller, 2 kilobytes of RAM and 60 kilobytes of ROM run-
ning at 1 MHz. Moreover, instead of downloading a complete binary image of the
entire system, Contiki is built with the ability to load and unload distinct applica-
tions or services at runtime over the network. Such a feature is essential to reduce
the number of bytes delivered over the network, which consumes less node energy
and requires less transfer time.
2.1.2. TinyOS
TinyOS [67] is a tiny micro-threading operating system that provides lightweight
thread architecture and efficient network interfaces. The main design goals of
the TinyOS are offering a flexible, application-specific operating system that pro-
vides efficient hardware and application modularity and maintains simultaneous
different data flows. Moreover, it tackles the challenges of the limited memory
and power resources of sensor networks, while providing a flexible, fine-grain ex-
ecution model that supports concurrent operations with insufficient memory and
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power constraints.
2.2. Lightweight Communication Protocols
Energy efficiency in the WSNs—specifically in the MWoT—is an active research
domain, and lightweight communication protocols are playing a significant role in
the energy preservation of the whole system. The following subsections discuss a
few communication protocols involved in the MWoT.
2.2.1. Micro IP (uIP)
The uIP [48] is a small, generic and portable TCP/IP implementation, with the
absolute minimal set of features required for full TCP/IP stack. The application
is written in the C programming language, and supported only for a single net-
work interface. Moreover, uIP implementation supports devices running on var-
ious 8/16-bit platforms, with the features for handling generic TCP/IP protocols
stacked on devices with limited resources. Further, it is possible to run the uIP on
devices with as little as 200 bytes of RAM, with limited performance. However,
the initial implementation of the uIP focuses on IPs, Internet Control Message
Protocols and TCPs, and does not support User Datagram Protocols (UDPs).
2.2.2. 6LoWPAN
For applications that require low-cost communications and their nodes to work
autonomously for years on small batteries, the IEEE 802.15.4 introduced a wire-
less link for low-power personal area networks (LoWPANs). Further, the IEEE
802.15.4 designed the link explicitly for low-cost, long-lived application domains,
and includes features such as low transmit power, small frame sizes, low band-
width, limited memory and limited computing power [68]. Specifically, the LoW-
PAN’s frame length is limited to 128 bytes, 16-bit link addresses and low through-
put (250 kbps in the 2.4 GHz band and 20 or 40 kbps in other bands), which en-
sures reasonably low header overhead and memory requirements. The microcon-
trollers that associated with the LoWPANs implementations and enough to have
about 8 KBytes of data RAM and 64 KBytes program ROM. However, integrat-
ing IPv6 over LoWPAN networks raises several challenges, mainly because of the
bulky nature of the protocol headers and because some characteristics of the IPV6
do not fit in the low-power network. To overcome this issue, one can principally
reduce the header size when transmitting IPv6 datagrams over the 802.15.4 links.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) introduced
the 6LoWPAN [83], which consists of an adaptation layer between the link and
network layer of the LoWPAN protocol stack. The 6LoWPAN achieves low over-
head by providing mechanisms for the header compression and fragmentation of
the IPv6 packets into multiple link-level frames.
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Figure 1: 6LoWPAN encapsulation header stack
2.2.3. Representational State Transfer (REST)
REST [54] is a communication protocol architectural style for distributed hyper-
media systems that handles client–server communication over the web. A web
service designed based on REST is termed a ‘RESTful’ service. RESTful ser-
vices are mainly concerned with the system’s resources transferred over the web.
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used to access the resources on the web
server, and provide a simple mechanism for communication between applications
over the Internet. For example, a sensor node with a sensor to measure the ambi-
ent temperature and a light-emitting diode (LED) to trigger an alarm can have the
following URIs:
/office-room-1/sensor-node1/sensors/temp (represents the temperature sen-
sor)
/office-room-1/sensor-node1/actuators/led1 (represents the alarm LED)
In contrast to the more complex mechanisms—such as the Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [50], Web Services Description Language
(WSDL) and SOAP—the RESTful application uses the following basic HTTP
methods to access web resources:
• POST - to create a new resource
• PUT - to update the existing value/state of the resource
• GET - to access the current value/state of the resource
• DELETE - to remove the resource
With the HTTP methods and URIs mentioned above, developers can design
systems that can easily interact with resources over the web. For instance, a web-
based smart office system that can measure room temperature at regular intervals
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and trigger an alarm if the temperature exceeds the threshold (e.g.,350C) can op-
erate on the following URIs with the relevant HTTP methods:
A GET on the URI
http://abc.com:8585/office-room-1/sensor-node1/sensors/temp
reads the current value of the temperature sensor.
A PUT on the URI
http://abc.com:8585/office-room-1/sensor-node1/actuators/LED1 with the value
of {status=1} can turn on the alarm LED.
Moreover, the experimental results in [8, 140, 151], indicated that REST is
more suitable for resource-constrained MWoT environments. For instance, in the
work [8], the authors have compared SOAP-based and RESTful-based mobile
Web service provisioning frameworks and confirmed that RESTful-based mo-
bile Web service framework is more suitable for providing mobile Web Services.
Moreover, the evaluation results have shown that RESTful Web services consume
lower processing time, a higher threshold value for concurrent client requests and
less amount of consumed memory compared to SOAP-based Web services. In ad-
dition, SOAP requests require heavyweight parsers that consume more processing
power while RESTful-based Mobile Web servers required lightweight processing
power which allows it to provide continuous mobile Web service provisioning in
a reliable manner.
2.2.4. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)
CoAP is a RESTful web transfer protocol that is designed for constrained envi-
ronments. CoAP provides a more compact message format mechanism, which
introduces a low overhead binary encoded header and reduces the message pars-
ing complexity. Figure 2 illustrates the underlying protocol stack of CoAP. The
significant features of CoAP are:
• a request/response (client/server) communication model
• unicast and multicast support
• a four-byte header
• support of the asynchronous transaction model
• inbuilt service discovery
• four REST request methods—GET, POST, PUT and DELETE
• a subset of Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) types and HTTP
response codes
• four different message types—confirmable, non-confirmable, acknowledg-
ment and reset
• URI-based resource representations for easy resource discovery
• built on top of a UDP that has a significantly lower overhead with multicast
support in contrast to the TCP; recently, a work-in-progress CoAP-over-
TCP solution has been introduced [115].
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Figure 2: CoAP protocol stack
CoAP is organised in two layers:
1. The transaction layer, which handles message exchange between endpoints.
Message exchange on the transaction layer has four types:
a) confirmable (must be confirmed with an acknowledgment [ACK] or
reset [RST] message)
b) non-confirmable (unreliable exchange, does not need to be acknowl-
edged)
c) acknowledgment (used to acknowledge a confirmable message)
d) reset (a confirmable message when the recipient of a message encoun-
ters an error).
2. The request/response layer, which is responsible for the transmission of re-
quests and responses. This layer is mainly based on the REST architecture.
With this dual-layered approach, CoAP provides high reliability, even without
using TCP as the transport layer protocol. Further, CoAP uses a stop-and-wait
approach to deal with packet losses. For example, a CoAP endpoint repeats a
request if it does not receive an ACK (or RST) message when time-out expires and
the transmission counter is less than four. Figure 3 indicates a reliable message
transmission between the client and the server.
In general, CoAP also uses URIs and REST methods to publish/discover the
resources hosted by the servers. For example, a GET on the URI
coap://myserver.com:5683/office-room-1/sensor-node1/sensors/temp
can be used to retrieve the current data on the resource (temperature sensor). Fur-
ther, CoAP endpoints use the Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) [126]
link format for service discovery, as will be discussed in a later section.
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Figure 3: CoAP Request/Response Examples
2.2.5. Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
MQTT [13] is also a lightweight message/data-streaming protocol designed for
resource-constrained devices, such as sensors and actuators, to send data over
low-bandwidth networks. MQTT does not specify a particular data format for
the information exchange procedure. It has a typical mechanism of the message-
oriented paradigm that uses a topic-based publish/subscribe model, which means
that multiple clients can establish connections with a broker node, publish mes-
sages to topics, and subscribe to specific topics of interest. Moreover, the exciting
feature of MQTT is that the same MQTT client can play a dual role as a publisher
and subscriber. The main features of MQTT are as follows:
• lightweight message-queuing protocol with two-byte header
• operates in connection-oriented transport approach (TCP)
• has an asynchronous communication model
• has a publish/subscribe model that decouples the data producer from the
data consumer.
When considering the publish/subscribe model of MQTT, sensors mainly pub-
lish data on specific topics to a broker, and the clients who subscribe to the particu-
lar topic receive the sensor data from the broker. One of the significant advantages
of this architecture is the decoupling of the clients needing data and the sensors
sending data, which indicates that the sensor nodes do not need to know the clients
that are interested in their data, and, conversely, clients need not know the identi-
ties of the sensor nodes that are generating the sensor data. For instance, multiple
applications may need to retrieve data from a particular sensor for different pur-
poses. All the sensor needs to do is publish its data to the broker on the appropriate
topic. The broker will then redistribute the published data from the sensor to the
applications that have subscribed to the same topic. Figure 4 describes the general
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publish/subscribe model of the MQTT protocol.
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Topic_3
MQTT 
BrokerPublisher_1
Publisher_n
Publisher_2
Publisher_3
Subscriber_2
Subscriber_1
Subscriber_3
Subscriber_n
Figure 4: MQTT Pub/Sub communication model
Another advantage is that applications are kept isolated from the changes /fail-
ures that occur at the publisher’s end. Specifically, in WSNs, this feature is essen-
tial because it is prevalent to see device failure and replacement with new nodes.
From the application developer’s viewpoint, this publish/subscribe model hides
the complexity of the underlying network architecture, and the developer only
needs to know the topic that the device uses to publish its data. Usually, MQTT
does not care about routing or networking strategies, and assumes that the un-
derlying network provides the facilities to exchange messages. MQTT topics are
arranged hierarchically, and the publisher publishes the topic to the broker, and
the interested subscribers contact the broker to attain the relevant subscription.
For example, in a smart building system, a temperature sensor publishes ambient
temperature on the topic:
building101/floor1/room102/temperature
and the clients who are interested in the temperature in Room 102 can connect to
the message broker and subscribe to the same topic.
Correspondingly, according to the syntax, MQTT topics must have at least one
character to be valid and must be case sensitive. Further, the topic uses forward
slashes (/) to separate the topic hierarchy. A few example topics include
myhome/floor1/SithmiBedroom/light
myoffice/floor3/room311/temperature
Estonia/Tartu/Ulikooli/ITA/mclab/door1
When clients subscribe to the topics, it can be the exact topic where the in-
teresting message was published, or the client can subscribe to more interesting
topics at once. For that purpose, MQTT provides two different types of wildcard:
single level (+) and multi-level (#). With the single-level wildcard (+), a client can
subscribe to a topic and substitute for one topic level only. For example, a client
can subscribe to the topic:
myhome/floor1/+/temperature
and receive information about the temperature in different locations with just
a single subscription. Some example topics that can subscribe to the above syntax
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are as follows:
myhome/floor1/livingroom/temperature
myhome/floor1/bedroom1/temperature
myhome/floor1/bedroom2/temperature
However, the single-level wildcard does not allow the client to receive data
published on topics such as:
myhome/floor1/bedroom1/humidity or
myhome/floor1/livingroom/heater1/temperature
Accordingly, when a subscriber needs to subscribe to more than one topic level
at once, it can use a multi-level wildcard, which covers an arbitrary number of
topic levels. For example, when a subscriber is subscribed to a certain topic,
such as myhome/floor1/#, with wildcard #, it will receive all the information
published on the topicmyhome/floor1/ down to all the levels. As a result, the
subscriber will receive the content from the following topics:
myhome/floor1/bedroom2/temperature
myhome/floor1/livingroom/humidity
myhome/floor1/bedroom1/temperature
However, the subscriber will be unable to receive messages published on the
following topics:
myhome/floor2/bedroom1/temperature
office/floor1/room311/humidity
Additionally, it is recommended to use more specific names for topics, instead
of general topic names. Although the MQTT uses TCP and IP as the underlying
protocols, compared with HTTP, the header size of the MQTT message is minimal
(i.e., two bytes).
Although TCP provides the reliable transport of messages, MQTT also defines
three quality of service (QoS) levels (Figure 5) to ensure message delivery:
QoS Level 0—messages are delivered at-most-once (best effort), based on the
guarantee provided by the underlying network (TCP/IP). Frequently used within
non-critical applications, which are tolerated for the loss of a few data items.
QoS Level 1—provides at-least-once delivery. Messages are guaranteed to be
delivered, but possibly with duplicate messages.
QoS Level 2—messages are delivered exactly-once. This level includes more
overhead than the other two types because of control messages and the need to
store messages locally.
Further, MQTT has a retained messages facility, in which the broker keeps
messages even after they are sent to the subscribers. If a new subscription for
the same topic occurs, retained messages can be automatically sent to the new
subscriber.
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Figure 5: QoS levels in MQTT
2.2.6. Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
XMPP is an XML-based streaming protocol that was developed by the Jabber
open-source community [117]. It provides facilities for users to communicate
with others in real time and attain their status information, such as available,
away or offline. XMPP uses the fundamental architecture of the client–server
model, whereby a client with a unique name connects to another client with a
unique name across a server that provides the routing facility to exchange mes-
sages. There may also be servers that can connect to other servers to enable inter-
domain communications. For example, when a client in domain abc.com needs
to establish communication with a client in domain xyz.com, the XMPP server
of domain abc.com routes the message to the XMPP server in xyz.com. Further,
XMPP provides translate facilities for different messaging domains and protocols
through the XMPP gateways. For example, Figure 6 displays an XMPP network
with gateways that translate between a short message service (SMS) domain and
a simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) domain.
According to the XMPP addressing scheme, participants on the XMPP net-
work have a unique XMPP ID called a Jabber ID (JID). The structure of the
JID is similar to an email address, with a username and domain name (i.e., user-
name@abc.com). There is a possibility that a single user may log in to multiple
locations within the same domain. To identify various log-in locations for the in-
dividual user, Jabber specifies a resource for a particular address that denotes a
location.
2.3. Web of Things Architecture
The primary focus of the WoT is to overcome the interoperability issues across
IoT platforms and applications by providing a web-enabled platform-independent
standards framework for IoT devices and services. As a step in this direction,
some recent research activities [18,60,62,63,97] discussed platform-independent
APIs for application developers that enable different IoT platforms to discover
and inter-operate with each other, independent of their underlying protocols.
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Figure 6: XMPP core architecture
For example, [63] described a WoT framework based on the RESTful archi-
tecture, which is already succeeding in web applications. Moreover, the authors
proposed embedding a tiny web server on smart things, including the REST prin-
ciples, where the smart things and their functionality acquire transportable URIs.
As a result, the smart things can discover, link together, interact with each other
and provide services entirely over the web browser across multiple networking
protocols.
To integrate the smart things with existing services on the web, [60] proposed a
four-layered WoT architecture based on the device accessibility layer, findability
layer, sharing layer and composition layer. Essentially, the layered architecture
delivers more flexibility and customisation possibilities for application develop-
ers to address interoperability issues. The device accessibility layer explicitly
provides a consistent way to access all types of connected objects. The author ex-
plored a method of using RESTful architecture to connect incompatible devices
to the Internet and push data from smart things to clients.
The primary goal of the findability layer is to tackle issues in searching for rel-
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evant services among smart things, and integrate this into applications. However,
it becomes unfeasible to make them searchable and available their services to be
discoverable when considering large-scale networks, where billions of smart de-
vices are connected. Consequently, the smart things metadata model [61] enables
smart things to describe their services on the web so they can be discovered auto-
matically, and both humans and machines can recognise the services they provide.
While the device accessibility layer of the WoT architecture provides the perfect
integration of smart things, and the findability layer enables them to be discover-
able by the world, there remain concerns about public sharing. Allowing access
to these services and devices from the web in an open manner has highlighted
critical privacy and security breaches.
Finally, the top layer—the composition layer—proposes adopting a Web 2.0
Mashup Editor to the WoT application, and further defines the notion of physical
mashups. This layer provides a unified view of the WoT, and expands the bound-
aries closer to the developers and to end-users for easy integration of applications
on top of smart things. Recently, the W3Cs WoT working group presented the first
standardised specifications of WoT, which included the WoT TD, WoT binding
templates and WoT scripting API [77]. The draft denotes the general architecture
and terminology of the W3C WoT building blocks, which can be applied at three
levels, as the device level, gateway level (or ‘edge’) and cloud level.
Figure 7: Abstract Architecture of W3C WoT
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2.3.1. Web of Things Building Blocks
The WoT building blocks1 describe the abstract architecture for the WoT. Figure
7 illustrates the three levels of WoT as:
• the device level
• the gateway level (or ‘edge’)
• the cloud level.
At these levels, the WoT building blocks can be applied with a high-level func-
tionality for each of them at each level. In addition, Figure 2.8 displays the way
the WoT building blocks are used in the WoT architecture.
Thing
Application
WoT Scripting API 
Interaction Model 
WoT Binding Template
Web OCF oneM2M .....
.
WoT  
Thing Description
Communications 
Metadata
General 
Metadata
Web
Client oneM2M Thing
OCF
Device
Figure 8: Conceptual Architecture of the WoT Building Blocks
Thing
A thing is the abstraction of a physical or virtual entity, such as a device, a
component of hardware or a location embedded in IoT applications. A thing must
have a TD and may provide a network-facing API (WoT interface) for the inter-
action.
Web of Things ‘Thing’ Description
A TD offers domain-specific metadata of a thing, which further describes the
thing’s interactions, data model, communication, security mechanisms and so
forth. TDs enable developers to use a common, uniform format that provides all
the necessary details to access and use IoT devices’ data, and empower machine-
to-machine communication in the WoT. The WoT TD is developed on the formal
interaction model, which consists of the default interaction patterns, such as prop-
erty, action and event. The properties include the data points of a thing that can
read or write, actions represent the executable processes, and events involve the
1http://www.w3.org/TR/wot-architecture/#sec-building-blocks
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interactions of remote endpoints when pushing data asynchronously. TDs are
aligned with the CoRE Resource Directory [127] lookups by using thing directo-
ries that provide a web interface for developers to smooth interactions with things.
Currently, by default, TDs serialise to JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data
(JSON-LD) [38], which offers machine-understandable semantics for things.
Web of Things Binding Templates
The WoT binding templates provide a means to interact between different IoT
platforms by including a rich set of communication metadata in the TD. When
defining a TD for a particular device, the corresponding binding template of the
IoT platform can be used, and, for each IoT platform, it is sufficient to create a
WoT binding template only once and reuse it with all the devices’ TDs. Figure 9
displays the way that binding templates are connected with the TDs and then deal
with different protocols.
Web 
with JSON 
over HTTP 
using "nosec" 
OCF with
CBOR over
CoAP using
DTLS 
oneM2M 
with JSON 
over MQTT
using TLS 
LWM2M 
with SenML 
over CoAP 
using DTSL 
Web 
with CBOR 
over CoAP 
using
COSE+CWT 
...... 
Thing Descriptions
Protocol Bindings
Web OCF HTTP CoAP JSON CBOR OAuth (D)TLS
"IoT Platform" x "Transfer Protocol" x "Media Type" x "Security" 
Binding 
Templates
Binding 
Instances 
Binding 
Impleme- 
ntations 
Figure 9: From Binding Templates to Protocol Bindings
Web of Things Scripting Application Programming Interface
The WoT scripting API is a runtime system, like a web browser, built on top of the
thing abstraction and the TD interaction model. It enables developers to reduce
integration costs and increase productivity. There are three sub-APIs:
• WoT—object work as an entry point of the API that allows discovery, con-
sumption and exposure of things
• ConsumedThing—the client API works as an interface to consume things
over the network or locally (e.g., physically attached hardware)
• ExposedThing—works as server API that provides an interface to configure
and expose things over the network.
Mainly, the WoT TD describes the network-facing interface of a thing (WoT
interface) and works as the primary building block of the WoT implementations.
These templates provide multiple possible protocol bindings in which the things
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can interact with heterogeneous IoT platforms and simplify IoT application de-
velopment.
2.4. Lightweight Middleware for Mobile Web of Things
Mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablet computers, have now become
essential to many people’s everyday lives. Over the years, smartphones with mul-
tiple features have evolved to become more versatile companion devices. In the
same manner, the rise of it in all industries, smartphones continue to play an im-
portant role when there is a need to collect data from sensors around humans and
interact with them. Mobile devices will eventually become the primary user inter-
face for applications, as they provide real-time data, facilitate an efficient method
of communication, process data on the site and so on. For example, smartphones
play the role of the ‘brain’ in the body area network [152] concerning their en-
hanced storage and communication facilities. However, there are numerous chal-
lenges to enhancing smartphones’ role because of the constrained nature of the
available resources on mobile devices. It is expected that web services hosted
on mobile devices must have acceptable performance and have no influence on
the primary use of mobile devices, such as making a telephone call, sending text
messages and accessing applications. This section mainly discusses the literature
regarding MWoT service provisioning frameworks.
2.4.1. Applications of Mobile Web of Things
The MWoT has been used in different application domains in recent years. Berger
et al. [15] were successful in provisioning a SOAP-based retail web application,
whereby a mobile device presented wallet services to an electronic checkout at
the kiosk. The kiosk station used a mobile wallet service hosted by the customer
mobile device, which delivered a complete payment transaction within the mobile
device, retail store system and bank system. Two other fascinating applications
were: (a) a mobile picture album with location information service and (b) coop-
erative journalism, where the mobile host engaged the coordination of journalists
and their associations. These applications were presented in work by Srirama et al.
in [138] and [137], respectively. MobiCrop [94] is an application that allows crop
farmers to use their mobile devices to gain information about using pesticides.
Another interesting mobile health application provided in [96], called SOPHRA,
supports healthcare professionals to access patients’ medical information that is
hosted on their mobile devices.
2.4.2. Comparison of Existing Mobile Web Services Frameworks
Most of the earlier approaches were based on providing a SOAP-based MWS
architecture. The work in Srirama et al. [134, 138, 139] presented a lightweight
mobile host with Personal Java implementation. In that work, the authors used
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HTTP and TCP for the application and transport layer protocols, respectively, and
employed a SOAP message format with the WSDL as service description. Gehlen
and Pham [56] presented a peer-to-peer (P2P) web service on Java-enabled mo-
biles. In this architecture, each mobile node operated in both a client/server role,
which provided service in the distributed environment. The authors developed a
mobile SOAP server capable of providing XML web services. In another work,
Srirama [135] and Srirama et al. [140] described a framework based on JXTA
technology for service provisioning in the P2P network environment. The light
version of JXTA for mobile devices, called JXME, was applied to establish a vir-
tual P2P network. However, JXTA uses either TCP or HTTP protocols to traverse
network barriers, and the work also used WSDL for service discovery and SOAP
message format. Moreover, Ou et al. [106] designed a layered P2P architecture
to provide web services in converged cellular and ad-hoc network environments,
with a vertical tunnelling model to speed up the service discovery. The framework
consisted of eight modules, including a WSDL module for service publishing and
a SOAP module for generating and parsing SOAP messages between the client
and service provider.
To reduce the workload at the mobile host, Kim and Lee [80] proposed sharing
a task between devices. The authors suggested that migration and replication of
web services are necessary to provide a reliable service. The migration or repli-
cation of a service is initiated by the service provider, when a request is received
and there is a change in its context information. For instance, variations of context
information include a shortage of battery level or change in the device location,
which stops the device from providing the service on its own. However, although
migration of the services reduces the workload at the mobile, the communication
is still based on the same traditional protocols, such as HTTP, TCP, WSDL and
SOAP, which are heavyweight.
SOAP-based MWSF RESTful-based MWSF
Figure 10: Effect of message size on process time - SOAP Vs. REST [8]
The RESTful web service approach has been used in later mobile host frame-
works, and is more appropriate for constrained conditions because of its lightweight
features. For instance, AlShahwan and Moessner [8] compared SOAP-based and
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RESTful-based mobile Web service provisioning and confirmed that RESTful-
based mobile Web service framework is more suitable for the mobile environment
(Figure 10). Also, Chang [23] proposed a context-aware cache pre-fetching strat-
egy for MP2P web service provisioning. Instead of XML-formatted documents,
such as SOAP, this framework used a RESTful architecture, which is more suit-
able in the infrastructure-less decentralised MP2P environment. Ali et al. [6] pre-
sented a distinctive approach that will reduce the usage of mobile resources and
minimize the computation and transmission overhead when offloading services.
In addition, the authors have presented that REST-based services are more suit-
able than SOAP Web Services in terms of execution time and energy consumption
(Figure 11).
Figure 11: Comparison of energy consumption between SOAP and REST Web
Service [6]
In addition, Srirama and Paniagua [142] proposed a mobile host for Android
devices based on the Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) framework, which
is capable of providing services in a RESTful manner using HTTP and XMPP.
Mohamed and Wijesekera [99] proposed a lightweight framework for provid-
ing web services on mobile devices, based on the REST architecture, with JSON
data representation. Moreover, the framework consisted of main elements such
as ‘HTTP Request/Response Listener’, ‘Deployment Agent’ and ‘Request Pro-
cessor’ to integrate the web services, and ‘Security Agent’ to provide security
services for the web services. In addition, Charl van der [151] presented another
framework that enabled context-aware services by using a hybrid model of mo-
bile P2P and JmDNS for service discovery. Accordingly, the JSON-formatted
messages reduced the communication overhead between devices, and the multi-
cast interchanges messages increased the reliability of the proposed framework.
Lomotey and Deters [95] have studied different flow patterns of sensor data
and their implications for energy consumption. There are three main flow patterns
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were defined as 1) Sequential (the smartphone communicates with the sensors
within the edge architecture one-device-at-a-time), 2) Parallelism (request is sent
to all devices within the edge but responses are retrieved based on the minimal
value of the request-response travel time + processing time), and 3) Choice (con-
necting to a sensor based on the least request-response travel time and ignoring
the processing time component). The preliminary result has shown that the flow
pattern with the highest processing demand consumes more power (Figure 12).
Figure 12: Average power consumption of various flow patterns [95]
Although 6LoWPAN protocols (i.e., IPv6 over Low-power Wireless Personal
Area Networks) provide WSNs to use IPs to communicate with other networks,
the application protocols need to be developed or modified to enable full device
communication across the WSN settings. With this intention, Moritz et al. [102]
introduced the use of the Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) as an applica-
tion layer protocol in WSNs. The authors presented a SOAP binding on top of the
IETF CoAP, coupled with EXI format, to reduce overhead and increase the effi-
cient delivery of SOAP messages. However, the main shortcoming of using SOAP
is that it needs heavyweight parsers, which degrades the overall performance of
the mobile web server.
Doukas et al. [47] presented a generic mobile software development kit (SDK)
that allows developers to easily integrate IoT protocols (i.e., WebSockets and
MQTT) into their applications to communicate with the cloud-based IoT envi-
ronment. The authors described the way that a mobile device could communi-
cate with an IoT application with the generic mobile SDK called COMPOSE.
The SDK enables developers to implement communication with devices and IoT
services by leveraging various IoT protocols, such as MQTT, RESTful communi-
cation and WebSockets.
Previous researchers [21] introduced Pogo—a mobile telephone sensing mid-
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dleware infrastructure that provides easy access to sensor data. The middleware-
installed telephone is added to a shared pool of devices, and developers can re-
motely deploy their own executable code onto them. The authors also described
the implementation of middleware and demonstrated its feasibility in a real-world
Wi-Fi localisation experiment.
Perera et al. [110] presented a plugin-based IoT middleware for mobile de-
vices: Mobile Sensor Data Processing Engine (MOSDEN). The middleware al-
lows users to collect and process sensor data without writing any code, and sup-
ports different communication models, such as push/pull data streaming and cen-
tralised/decentralised communication.
Table 1 summarizes a comparative overview of past MWS frameworks. It
shows that earlier approaches were based on providing SOAP-based MWS ar-
chitectures. However, later approaches have switched their focus on the REST-
ful services, which is more suitable for the constrained environments because of
their lightweight features [8]. Although the service architecture has been switched
from the SOAP to REST, HTTP was still being used for the application protocol.
Since the HTTP uses TCP as the transport layer protocol, the overhead of the
protocol combination is also relatively high. To reduce the protocol overhead,
a lightweight application protocol such as CoAP is needed. However, existing
MWS frameworks have not addressed such features.
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2.5. Using Nearby Resources (Mist Computing) in Mobile Web
of Things
The classical design of IoT systems relies on remote central processing servers,
and faces the issue of latency [29]. Specifically, in many real-time ubiquitous
applications (e.g., augmented reality, environmental analytics and ambient as-
sisted living), users demand rapid responses. To address this issue, researchers
have introduced numerous edge computing methods. For example, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute introduced a multi-access edge comput-
ing (MEC) model [109] that enables integration between the mobile application
service and the cellular network co-located virtual machine (VM) servers. Fur-
ther, the fog computing architecture [19] introduces the embedded virtualisation
technology in the gateways (e.g., router, switch and set-top box) of front-end IoT
devices to support the data pre-processing at the edge networks. Indie fog ar-
chitecture applies a consumer-as-provider model, in which small businesses and
individuals offer edge computing platforms from their equipment [28].
Although edge computing methods are promising, the increasing number of
IoT devices (e.g., wireless sensors, actuators, smartphones and vehicles) will over-
load the capability of the edge computing servers. Hence, the edge computing
servers will face bottleneck issues, and latency will still arise [112]. Thus, to re-
duce the burden of edge computing servers, researchers have introduced the mist
computing model (mist) [112, 113]. In mist, the computing moves to the extreme
edge of the IoT environment, where there are a vast number of heterogeneous
mobile devices and IoT devices that are capable of providing certain forms of
services to assist the improvement of the computational processes needed in IoT
applications [112].
As Figure 13 shows, mist servers are hosted on various objects, such as single
board computers, mobile devices and embedded servers of vehicles. Essentially,
mist servers (or mist nodes) are different to the regular embedded web servers
(EMS) [87, 116, 72] that provide static software services to their clients. For
example, an EMS can easily afford its current location as a web service via the
mobile Internet with common request–response interactions. In contrast, mist
nodes provide a more flexible environment in which they can execute customised
program methods sent from their requesters.
Stantchev et al. [143] proposed a smart healthcare framework that uses a three-
tier architecture, including a fog layer, which provides low latency. The pro-
posed healthcare and elderly care applications are modelled using Business Pro-
cess Modelling Notation, and the fog layer enhances the framework by providing
low latency and location awareness. The mobile edge computing (MEC)–based
Elastic Android Applications for Computation Offloading (CloudAware) [105]
is a framework that offloads tasks to edge devices. Moreover, the proposed ap-
proach provides duplication and administration of the application business logic,
even in untrusted and unpredictable dynamic environments. The MEC application
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Figure 13: The role of Mist in IoT
is broken into components that simplify the offloading decision and facilitate the
development of elastic and scalable applications for ad-hoc mobile clouds.
Taleb et al. [148] presented an approach called ‘Follow Me Edge’ that is also
based on the concept of MEC to enhance the QoS. The framework ensures the
high quality of the services by reducing the core network traffic, in which the ap-
plications/services also move with the users. Moreover, the authors demonstrated
the way that high QoS can be maintained in an augmented reality use case. In this
use case, a high-definition video is cached at the edge of an attractive location,
and streamed to the people visiting that location on demand.
Cloudlet [120] is a framework that can be used to realise MEC and fog com-
puting. The principal concept is to host virtual machines on the computers of local
business, and provide the VM as a service to proximity-based users. Hyrax [79]
is a framework that aims to apply MapReduce to the grid-computing environment
formed by a group of mobile devices. However, the results for Hyrax indicate that
the approach is too heavyweight.
To overcome the deployments encounters and limitations of the Cloudlets sys-
tem, previous research [72] has proposed a hierarchical model of MEC-Cloudlet
integrated architecture that uses the MEC system and Cloudlets infrastructure.
The framework is designed for large-scale cooperative Cloudlets deployments that
provide optimisation for the power consumption and delay.
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The Honeybee [53] is a framework that approaches the same purpose as Hyrax.
However, instead of using the heavyweight MapReduce, Honeybee applies the ac-
tive work-stealing scheme, in which participants in a mobile grid-computing envi-
ronment actively take the work from other nodes that have more tasks to complete.
Similar works can be found in the comparison of [42].
To minimise the transfer delay between the fog and the cloud and to max-
imise the resource use of fog nodes, Skarlat et al. [132] presented a conceptual
framework for fog resource provisioning. The authors introduced the concept of
fog colonies, which are microdata centres comprising an arbitrary number of fog
cells. Within a fog colony, task requests and data can be distributed and shared
between the single cells, which facilitate decentralised processing at the edge of
the network.
2.6. Energy-efficient Approaches in Mobile Web of Things
Service Provisioning
2.6.1. Energy Efficiency in Wireless Sensor Networks
WSN is one of the main elements of IoT for sensing environments. A number
of reviews of IoT [9, 11, 39, 52] have described the challenges of WSN concern-
ing energy efficiency. Moreover, numerous energy-efficient approaches for IoT
scenarios were proposed in [12, 155] to improve the lifetime of the sensor data-
collection processes. The current author summarised the existing approaches into
a few groups based on their common features, as follows.
Clustering-based Approaches
To increase the lifetime of the sensor nodes, many cluster head selection schemes
have been developed during the last decade. Many of these were based on extend-
ing the low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [66] algorithm, which
forms a cluster of wireless sensors and selecting cluster head based on signal
straight. In the framework proposed in [79], the base station first collects all sensor
nodes’ energy and location information, and then elects the cluster heads using the
fuzzy rule according to the collected fuzzy variables. In addition, an energy-aware
multi-objective fuzzy-clustering algorithm for WSNs [123] provides a solution to
prevent the early death of cluster heads close to the sink. The proposed fuzzy-
clustering algorithm uses the three parameters of remaining energy, distance to
the sink and density of the nodes to assign appropriate ranges to tentative cluster
heads. The final cluster heads are then selected from them via an energy-based
competition.
Scheduling Approaches
Scheduling schemes ensure that sensor nodes only function when necessary,
and remain in sleep mode at all other times to reduce energy consumption. One
of the conventional approaches involves dynamically scheduling the duty cycles
of sensors by using sleep scheduling algorithms. The connected k neighbourhood
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(CKN) [103] algorithm turns off the redundant nodes if a node has more than k-
neighbours in the network. The groups of active nodes are selected periodically,
and when the network does not satisfy the k-neighbours, other nodes should be in
active mode until the particular node has more than k-neighbours. Correspond-
ingly, the algorithm discussed in [162] is an extension of CKN that also considers
nodes’ residual energy to decide whether a node should be active or asleep. This
approach enables the nodes with more power to participate actively and the nodes
with less energy to participate infrequently during the sensing period.
In mobile cloud computing, a mobile client can preserve its energy by offload-
ing its computation task to the cloud if the cost of local computation is higher
than the uploading. In [157], the authors designed an adaptive energy optimal
scheduling policy based on the size-controlled collaborative execution model to
reduce the energy consumption on the mobile client. Moreover, the authors pro-
posed a low-complexity threshold adaptation scheme that exploits the degenerated
Monte Carlo method to estimate the threshold of locally executed data. Similarly,
a collaborative execution scheduling policy presented in [164] adopted the La-
grangian relaxation-based aggregated cost algorithm. The proposed model pre-
pares an energy-efficient task-scheduling policy to preserve the energy on the mo-
bile device.
To overcome issues deriving from the energy limitations of the nodes and the
distributed nature of WSNs, an energy-aware scheduling strategy to allocate com-
putational tasks on small devices in WSN was presented in [37]. The proposed
framework is established on the two-phase heuristic-based algorithm that initially
assigns a task locally to the cluster, and, if the task cannot be completed locally,
it is migrated to the most suitable node. Moreover, the focus of the scheduling
strategy exploits the network lifetime by increasing the number of alive nodes
with balanced energy load. In addition, efficient resource allocation for multi-hop
IoT infrastructure presented in [2] introduced an energy-efficient context-aware
traffic-scheduling (EE-CATS) algorithm that reduces nodes’ total awake time by
applying an adaptive duty cycling approach.
Correspondingly, generally in WSNs, each sensor node has a limited buffer
space to hold the sensed data, and data may have overflows if not forwarded to
the data collectors on time. However, the sensor nodes in different areas have
different sampling rates that cause complications in designing a unique schedule
to upload data from nodes to collectors. With help from mobile data collectors,
a mobile element scheduling algorithm [133] enables the mobile element to visit
nodes promptly to gather data to avoid data loss at the sensor nodes.
Similarly, properly scheduling the time-division multiple access (TDMA) slots
in WSNs will improve the nodes’ lifetime and network efficiency. The authors
who presented a distributed TDMA scheduling algorithm for the IoT [84] stated
that the energy and topology information of network nodes is essential for extend-
ing the network lifetime. With this in mind, they proposed an energy–topology
(E-T) factor that uses the residual energy and topology information to formu-
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late the scheduling algorithm. Further, the algorithm prioritises time slots that
minimise the execution time and energy consumption of the whole network. Ad-
ditionally, research on TDMA scheduling algorithms for WSNs [51] proposed
two centralised scheduling algorithms—node-based scheduling and level-based
scheduling—established on the colouring of the linear network.
Accordingly, another approach to enhance the energy efficiency in WSNs in-
volves selecting a set of representative nodes that periodically provide sensor data,
which will minimise the number of active nodes and messages in the network.
Based on this strategy, [34] introduced an energy-efficient node-scheduling algo-
rithm using Markov random field. In addition, [145] presented an asynchronous
wake-up scheme for energy conservation in underwater acoustic sensor networks.
The authors offered a combinatorial design asynchronous wake-up scheme to min-
imise the active duty cycle of sensor nodes.
Moreover, the research in [33] proposed a Service-oriented Node Scheduling
Scheme, Energy-aware Centralised Heuristic Scheme (ECHS) and Energy-aware
Distributed Heuristic Scheme (EDHS). An energy-aware benefit function used in
the ECHS determines the active sensor nodes and rotate sensor nodes by peri-
odically reconstructing the scheduling scheme. In addition, the feature improves
the network performance by considering the nodes’ capability of providing ser-
vices and residual energy. Moreover, the EDHS provides a distributed solution
by assigning one header to each service. In addition, the scheduling scheme is
performed in a distributed way that, for the active node selection process, only
requires local information.
2.6.2. Using Public Fog Networking Services for Energy-efficient
Mobile Web of Things
Fog Computing architecture enables the IoT devices to carry out a substantial
amount of storage, communication, and management, including network mea-
surement, control, and configuration within the close vicinity of IoT devices [35],
[19]. Some interesting IoT scenarios where the Fog architecture can be applied
has been described in [19]. In the Connected Vehicle deployments, the Fog will
be the main platform to enhance connectivity and interactions from cars to cars,
cars to access points and access points to access points. Further, in the Wireless
Sensor and Actuator Networks, and in the Smart Grid scenarios the Fog nodes
can filter the data which is to be consumed locally, while sending the rest to the
higher tiers (cloud). Fog networking is a promising approach to support energy
conservation for increasing the lifetime of data acquisition from the MWoT.
To address the uncertainty of the available resources in fog networking, a
Markov decision process based autonomic deep Q-learning approach has been
presented in [4]. The presented approach minimizes the latency and enhances the
performance of the computation offloading decisions. Also, the use of a deep-
learning-based response-time-prediction to make a decision whether to offload to
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the nearby fog/edge node or to the cloud node has been discussed in [5]. More-
over, the authors presented a restricted Boltzmann machine learning approach to
handle the uncertainty of the available resources in fog. An energy efficient Fog-
assisted IoT remote health monitoring system for diabetes patients with cardio-
vascular diseases has been described in the work [57]. The system consists with
fog-assisted smart gateways that will enhance the quality of healthcare services
in which extract important information in real-time for critical decision making,
push notifications for the caretakers, categorization of activities and fall detection
fall detection.
A Smart Gateway with Fog Computing that can be used to pre-process or filter
the IoT data has been discussed in [1]. The authors presented two types of com-
munications with the smart gateway: single hop communication and the multi-hop
communication. Both types are mainly about how the IoTs communicate with the
smart gateway. In the single hop communication, the IoT nodes communicate
with the smart gateway directly and in the multi-hop communication, the IoTs
communicates over multiple sink-nodes to reach the smart gateway. Since the
smart gateway is directly connected with the Fog network, it is possible to take
advantage of using the Fog computing resources such as storage and processing
power to pre-process and restructure the data before sending them to the cloud
servers. In work [58] the authors presented a Fog computing based smart gate-
way for an efficient health monitoring system. The proposed system uses Fog-
computing services, particularly low-latency and real-time rapid notifications in
emergencies (which are the most critical facts in health monitoring systems), min-
imizing the transmitted data to the cloud, etc. The implemented prototype of the
smart gateway with features of a lightweight template for ECG feature extraction,
interoperability, real-time notification mechanism, etc. has already confirmed the
usefulness of the system with health-monitoring applications. In summary, with
the Fog networking architecture, MWoT devices can interconnect with the exist-
ing proximal FogNets providers deployed by different organizations, and use their
resources for computing or networking tasks towards saving energy.
2.6.3. Service-oriented collaboration approaches for Mobile Web of
Things
The Semantic Gateway as Service (SGS) [46] provides a multi-protocol proxy ar-
chitecture that can perform the translation between messaging protocols, such as
XMPP, CoAP and MQTT. SGS consists of three main components: multi-protocol
proxy, semantic annotation service and gateway service interface. These compo-
nents enable discovery of physical sensors’ data and provide semantic interoper-
ability of messages between things. A container virtualisation technology–based
Gateway as Service framework [101] is designed to achieve high-energy effi-
ciency, isolation, interoperability, fast allocation and flexibility in managing dif-
ferent services. Moreover, the on-demand activation containers over the socket
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allow dynamic allocation of various services that increase the energy efficiency.
An IoT-based mobile gateway solution [118] for mobile health (m-Health) au-
tonomously collects vital information about the user/patient—such as location,
heart rate and possible fall detection—and forwards it to a caretaker. The mo-
bile gateway architecture consists of four modules of body sensor network, mo-
bile gateway, cloud and caretaker, which appropriately provide real-time manage-
ment of actions and alarms. To provide semantic collaboration between seman-
tic WoT applications, the Gateway-based Semantic Collaboration Service Frame-
work [159] presented a useful protocol proxy technology that was designed to
collect data from sensors that use various types of protocols. In addition, the
framework uses rule-based reasoning to filter out invalid sensor data, and seman-
tic reasoning technology to gain high-level knowledge from the data.
Recently, establishing front-end device-to-device collaboration in pervasive
and mobile computing has become a popular research domain [40, 93, 156]. For
example, Gateway as a Service—a cloud computing framework for the WoT
presented in [156]—provides a collaborative workflow among different devices,
applications. The authors proposed a three-layered cloud computing stack that
improves the integration of device-level resources and information technology
(IT)–enabled business processes for provisioning of intelligent IoT services.
2.6.4. Energy-efficient Service Description and Service Discovery in
Mobile Web Services Provisioning
Service discovery and service description metadata (SDM) play an important role
in dynamic service composition systems, where software clients can automatically
identify the operations provided by the service. The following sections discuss the
main service description approaches and service discovery mechanisms that are
suitable for MWS provisioning.
Local Service Discovery
Local service discovery in a P2P manner is one of the major features of MWS
provisioning in many scenarios [30, 140]. Different to global service discov-
ery—which can be achieved by using a central service repository/registry—local
P2P-based MWS discovery requires P2P communication protocols that are com-
monly available in existing mobile devices. In a classic design, the MWoT might
use Wi-Fi or Bluetooth to support the P2P-based service discovery mechanism.
However, traditional Wi-Fi and Bluetooth protocols are still considered heavy-
weight, and the BLE protocol that was designed for applications requires low
power consumption and low radio duty cycle.
BLE was designed for applications that require low power consumption and
low radio duty cycle. It operates in the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and medical
(ISM) band and uses adaptive frequency hopping to avoid interferences. In BLE
communication, it divides the frequency spectrum into 40 channels with centre
frequencies of 2,402 MHz to 2,480 MHz, with a 2 MHz guard band for each
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channel. There are 37 data channels, three advertising channels that consist of
40 communication channels. With the data rate of 1 Mbps, BLE uses Gaussian
frequency shift keying as the modulation scheme [45, 59].
BLE uses a lightweight attribute protocol and attribute profiles, where the max-
imum payload is limited to 27 octets, which is more than enough to represent sen-
sor data, such as temperature, heart rate and humidity. To achieve the low-energy
feature, the five methods supported by BLE clients and servers are PUSH, PULL,
SET, BROADCAST and GET. Clients use the PULL method to retrieve attributes
from the server when needed, while servers use PUSH to send data to clients.
The BROADCAST methods can be used to send data to every listing client in the
vicinity to minimise the bandwidth and power consumption.
Global Service Discovery
In general, traditional web discovery technology discovers resources across the
Internet using a powerful search engine with the mechanism of web crawlers that
browse the web periodically. However, the nature of intermittent connectivity
to the web of IoT devices will create a problem when applying the traditional
web discovery technologies. In addition, because of security concerns regarding
IoT systems, IoT devices are generally located in domains with limited public re-
trieval. Therefore, we cannot apply the traditional ‘pull’ model of the web services
discovery, and must apply a ‘push’ mechanism to publish the services.
To overcome the limitations in the constrained environment mentioned above,
CoAP endpoints use the CoRE link format for service discovery. Two approaches
can be applied to the service discovery process:
1. CoAP resource discovery
This basic distributed approach allows a client device to send a direct query
to another device to discover the hosted services. A server that is hosted
services is published a list links of hosted resources using a well-known
URI "/.well-known/core" , which is defined as a default entry point
for the clients. Later, the client refers to the associated URIs to access the
available resources on the server.
2. CoAP Resource Directory (RD)
An RD [129] is similar to a conventional directory-based discovery mecha-
nism, in which the RD stores descriptions of resources hosted on the CoAP
servers, and allows clients to perform queries on those resources. To use
the RD, clients and servers should know how to reach the RD. Therefore,
the RD should be a well-known device, such as a gateway or DNS server.
Service Description
SDM play a vital role in MWoT service provisioning systems. The follow-
ing sections discuss the main service description approaches that are suitable for
MWoT service provisioning.
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Original WSDL2 was designed to describe SOAP-based web services. How-
ever, WSDL 2.0 is capable of describing RESTful services. Following is a portion
of sample WSDL 2.0 documents that can be used to describe a RESTful operation
provided by the MWoT:
<operation ref="" whttp:method="GET"/>
<service name="LocationService"
interface="http://example.org/services"/>
<endpoint address = "coap://serv.org:5683/LocationService"/>
An alternative web service description, besides WSDL, is Web Application
Description Language (WADL)3, which was introduced specifically to describe
RESTful services. Although WADL was not accepted as a W3C standard, it has
been broadly used in practice. For example, Jetty4 web service container supports
WADL as the SDM.
Sensor Model Language (SensorML)
SensorML5 is a metadata-based resource description language. It provides
XML encodings for illustrating sensors, actuators and processes. The schema and
namespace information is defined under the header of the SensorML document.
All elements defined in the document mainly depend on the services and resources
associated with the sensors. However, there are some required elements, such as:
• gml:identifier—contains a unique ID (universally unique identifier, uni-
form resource name, URL, etc.), which can be used to identify any service
or the sensor
• sml:outputs—defines what is measured (such as room temperature)
• sml:position—defines the location of the sensor device
(e.g.,<gml:coordinates>47.8 88.56</gml:coordinates>).
SensorML is suitable for describing MWS when the mobile host is mainly pro-
visioning sensory data. Additionally, SensorML supports semantic description,
which is not provided by WSDL 2.0 by default.
JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data (JSON-LD)
JSON-LD [38] is a format that aims to represent the SDM in a JSON repre-
sentation. It provides an application to a standards-based machine-interpretable
approach that begins in one location and follows embedded links to access other
pieces of linked data across the web. Moreover, JSON-LD is designed to build
interoperable web services with a lightweight syntax. For instance, a location
sensor data can be presented in JSON-LD format [146] as follows:
{
"@context":
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20/
3http://www.w3.org/Submission/wadl/
4http://eclipse.org/jetty/
5http://www.ogcnetwork.net/SensorML Intro
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Web Service Description Language
{"i": "http://iot.fi/o#",
"ownerID": "i:ownerID",
"longitude": "i:longitude", "latitude": "i:latitude"
},
"@id": "i:locaSensor767",
"@type": "i:LocationSensor",
"ownerID": "Alice",
"longitude": "25.468", "latitude": "65.058"
}
2.6.5. Payload Compression and Encoding
Reducing the size of payload in the data transmission phase is one of the main
strategies to improve the performance and energy efficiency in MWS provision-
ing. Most of the embedded web services utilize XML to encode the payload that
is adding heavyweight and may not a good option for mobile devices.
Binary XML (to encode dense numeric data) and JSON are common options
in past works [136]. However, the recent W3C standard—Efficient XML Inter-
change (EXI) is capable of outperforming Binary XML and JSON in reducing the
data size. In the EXI compression, the XML document is encoded into a binary
format that improves encoding/decoding performance and significantly reduces
bandwidth requirements [22]. Table 2 [125] shows the compression efficiency of
XML, EXI, BXML, and Fast Infoset (https://www.noemax.com/fastinfoset/)encoding
techniques. There are three typical sensor markup schemes, namely 1) Resource
Description Format (RDF), 2) ZigBee Smart Energy and 3) Open Geospatial Con-
sortium (OGC) SensorML have been used to compare the compression efficiency.
Overall EXI has a high compression efficiency when compared to other compres-
sion schemes [125].
Encoding Complexity RDF Smart Energy SensorML
XML Medium 206 409 300
EXI* Low 6 (3%) 13 (3%) 57 (19%)
BXML Medium 177 (86%) 210 (51%) 177 (59%)
Fast Infoset Medium 143 (69%) 200 (49%) 185 (62%)
Table 2: Comparison of the related compression schemes (size of encoded objects
in Bytes) [125]. (*Strict schema-informed mode with bit alignment)
2.7. Summary
This chapter has presented a literature review of the state-of-the-art developments
in the MWoT domain, specifically related to system architectures, protocols, com-
munication mechanisms and so forth. At the beginning of the review, the author
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discussed some lightweight operating systems, which are mainly designed for the
energy preservation of sensor networks. When considering the MWoT, the en-
ergy conservation of the mobile device plays a key role, and the discussion also
included the features of some energy-efficient communication protocols. The au-
thor then discussed the recent developments of the WoT architecture and the W3C
standardisation of the WoT.
This chapter then presented a review of the lightweight middleware for the
MWoT, including the available applications, a comparison of the existing frame-
works, the use of nearby resources in the MWoT based on the mist comput-
ing approach, and a discussion of some existing approaches. The chapter also
summarised numerous energy-efficient approaches for WSN scenarios into a few
groups based on their common features. Finally, the chapter discussed the use
of public fog networking services for energy-efficient MWoT, including the dif-
ferent studies performed and a review of energy-efficient service description and
discovery in the MWoT.
In summary, this chapter has explored the theoretical and technological aspects
of the MWoT that provided the necessary fundamental background of this thesis.
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3. LIGHTWEIGHT MOBILE WEB SERVICE
PROVISIONING FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS
MEDIATION
3.1. Introduction
The capabilities of recent mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets have
been steadily enhanced with faster processing power, larger and higher resolution
display screens, greater memory, and enhanced power saving mechanisms. Addi-
tionally, accessing high speed mobile Internet (e.g., 3G/4G or LTE1 ) with mobile
devices has become a common phenomenon in most urban areas of the world.
Cisco Visual Networking Index Forecast Project predicts that, by 2018, the popu-
lation of mobile device users will reach around 5 billion together with more than
10 billion mobile devices connecting to the Internet2.
Confluence of these mobile developments with the evolution of service-oriented
architecture technologies have led to the mobile Web services, where the mo-
bile terminals are being used as both Web service clients and providers (which is
termed-Mobile Hosts [139]). Mobile Web service provisioning has been utilised
in numerous fields such as Location Based Services (LBS) [163], Mobile Health
Services [78], Mobile Social Networking applications [161], etc.
Although recent smartphones are quite capable in terms of data transmission
speed and computation power, when they are utilised for providing MWS, the
challenge of resource constraints still exists. The high frequent usage of the high
performance multi-core mobile CPU and the high speed 3G/4G mobile Inter-
net data transmission will quickly drain the battery power of the mobile device.
Therefore, in past years, several lightweight mobile Web service provisioning ap-
proaches such as lightweight HTTP based RESTful Web service frame work for
mobile devices [99], optimal Data Serialization Formats for energy efficiency on
mobile devices [147] have been proposed to address the resource intensive issues
in MWS.
In general, there are two trends of approaches:
1. Reducing the complexity of the messaging. e.g., utilising REST based ser-
vice provisioning instead of SOAP;
2. Utilising external resources to enhance the overall performance. e.g., of-
floading the complex computational tasks to static Cloud [30] or to the Mo-
bile Ad Hoc Cloud [31] and also using optimistic collaboration and schedul-
ing to reduce the consumed bandwidth in order to serve energy [26], [25].
However, when considering MWS based sensing provisioning systems, they
still have some other challenges that need to be addressed in order to increase their
1http://www.3gpp.org/technologies/keywords-acronyms/98-lte
2http://newsroom.cisco.com/release/1340551
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efficiency. For example, when considering the mobile sensing scenarios, instead
of providing the information regularly based on the requests, sometimes it may
be ideal to store the information on the cloud and provide access to the data, for
the further requests. This way, the communications latencies can be significantly
reduced, if there are server bunch of clients requesting the same information.
In addition, there should be a proper way to handle the conflicts and compati-
bility of services. Mobile devices have limited sensing components and they may
not be able to operate concurrently. Conversely, some services may be able to
operate at the same time, even though they are using the same sensing compo-
nents. For example, video-based sensing and image-based sensing services both
use camera component and may operate at the same time depending on the speci-
fication of the devices.
In such cases, how does the Mobile Web server manage the services and pro-
vide timely service publishing?
Similarly, in the case of real-time or a periodical sensing service operation, the
executed service can affect the availability of other services.
How does the Mobile Web server measure or prioritise the availability of the
services?
To address these issues, we extend the work [88] towards presenting a lightweight
mobile Web service provisioning framework based on integrating a number of
lightweight protocols including Constrained Application Protocol, Bluetooth Low
Energy and Efficient XML Interchange. We also have added a service scheduling
feature to address the discussed challenges and to provide uninterrupted service
provisioning while maintaining the basic functionality of the mobile device.
3.2. Overview of Architecture
Figure 14 illustrates the architecture of the proposed Mobile Web service pro-
visioning. In this environment, Mobile Web server represents the Web service
provider that is capable of providing various data to its clients. For example, the
Mobile Web server can collect sensory data from its surrounding sensor devices
- SN1 and SN2 - and interpret the data to the useful information, then provide
the interpreted data via its Web service mechanism. The proposed Mobile Web
server has adopted some Web of Things recommendations that enable it to interact
with any entity on the Web of Things. For instance, utilizing the EXI encoding
scheme to compress message payload, CoAP as an application protocol and sup-
port RESTful methods such as GET, POST, PUT and DELETE to interact with
the resources can be mentioned. Since we have embedded the WoT requirements
to the Mobile Web server and as discussed in Introduction Chapter, we term this
Mobile Web server as a Mobile WoT server.
The MWoT server supports two types of service discovery: global service
discovery and local service discovery. The global service discovery is realised
by publishing its SDM (e.g., WSDL, WADL or SensorML) to a global service
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Figure 14: MWoT service provisioning framework
registry (e.g., DNS-SD). A remote client that knows the location of the service
registry can discover the MWoT server by requesting the service registry. After-
wards, the remote client can perform the regular service request to the MWoT
server by sending the CoAP service requests. The local service discovery is based
on BLE. As Figure 14 shows, a client can discover the MWoT server in proximal
range via BLE. The MWoT server will provide certain information via BLE to
help the client to identify the communication requirement. If the client moves out
of the BLE range with the MWoT server, it can still communicate with the MWoT
server via a mobile Internet connection. The MWoT server has been assigned a
public static IP address from the mobile Internet service provider (e.g. Estonian
TELE2 and EMT both provide this service). Alternatively, if the public IP ad-
dress allocation is not available, the MWoT server can utilise proxy services [71],
or hole-punching/relaying [141].
3.2.1. Sensing Service Provisioning
The MWoT server can provide services based on time or resource allowance. For
example, the user of the MWoT server can set 5 hours as the service provisioning
period and 50% as the maximum battery allowance. Hence, whether the 5 hours
period has past or the battery has consumed 50%, the service provisioning will
be terminated, and the corresponding service publishing will be withdrawn from
the discovery server. MWoT service framework supports three types of sensing
services such as:
• One-time Sensing represents a generic Web service request/response oper-
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ation that triggers corresponding sensing components to retrieve data and
delivering the data to either the requester or specific end-points.
• Real-time Sensing represents the streaming-based sensing service. The
MWoT server performs the sensing activity continuously and provide the
data to the client concurrently.
• Periodical Sensing represents the activity that is triggered for each times-
tamp based on the request. For example, the request message may describe
that for every 30 minutes; the MWoT server will perform the sensing activ-
ity once, and provide the data to a specific endpoint based on the address
described in the request message.
3.2.2. Basic Protocol Stack
Figure 15: Protocol stack of the mobile Web server
Figure 15 illustrates the conceptual design of the protocol stack used in the
proposed MWoT server framework. The proposed framework is mainly based on
lightweight protocols to make the process simple. In the lower layer of the pro-
tocol stack, the mobile MWoT service framework can utilise numerous common
protocols such as the 3G/4G mobile Internet (for global service interaction), Wi-
Fi/Wi-Fi Direct, Bluetooth (BT)/BLE, IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g., ZigBee), or LTE-A
(LTE Direct) for the local service interaction.
Unlike traditional web servers based on HTTP, our application layer utilises
CoAP that provides a solution with a compact header size, simple, lightweight,
RESTful message exchange in between the MWoT server and clients over con-
strained network.
As mentioned in the earlier, the proposed MWoT server framework also utilises
EXI to compress the size of the message payload. Since the design of the frame-
work is for provisioning sensory data in IoT scenarios, service description is very
important because it facilitates to communicate smart object over the network.
We proposed to use SensorML based resource description which provides XML
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encoding and the semantic description of sensory data.
3.2.3. Components of the MWoT framework
Figure 16: Main components of MWoT server
Figure 16 illustrates the component architecture of the proposed MWoT server
framework. It consists of following main components.
Request/Response Listener
It is the first contact point for the clients to the the MWoT server. Once the server
is started, it listens on port 5683 which is reserved for the CoAP services. Clients
will get the contact details of the server with the service description from the
local/global service discovery components that will be discussed later.
Service Engine
This is the core module of the the MWoT server that coordinates all the parts of the
parts of the framework. Main tasks include analysing requests from the clients,
processing and executing relevant methods to get data from a particular resource,
and then sends data back to the clients with the response messages. In order to
handle services, the service engine has two main sub components:
• URI Mapper—Once the client request is received from the Request/Response
Listener, URI Mapper analyses the URI to fetch the service information
which is requested by the client. The requested service indicates what kind
of data or service it requires and the URI Mapper locates the corresponding
resource within the engine to fetch the data.
• Resource Pool—Service engine maintains a collection of resources that has
context data about particular Web services. Resource Pool has an instance
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for each CoAP resource which will execute upon the client request. The
Resource Pool also communicates with the Data Collector to fetch data
from the data providers for particular resources.
Data Collector
Data collector is responsible for collecting data from available resource providers.
Such providers can be the inbuilt sensor components of the MWoT server device,
external environmental sensory service providers or spatial data from mobile so-
cial network in proximity. The Service Engine selects the type of Data Collector
that can retrieve data from the sensors.
Message Processer
To reduce the size of the CoAP message the Message Processor processes the
payload of the messages used in the communications. The proposed MWoT server
framework utilises EXI-formatted binary scheme. EXI Parser gets data from the
Service Engine, compresses it, and forwards to the service engine which will wrap
it to the CoAP message.
Sensor Manager (SM)
It is responsible to communicate with the inbuilt sensors. One of the main
fact which consume more energy is applications that are reading data from inbuilt
sensors of a mobile device. When the client request is related to inbuilt sensory
data, the Sensor Manager collaborates with the operating system to activate the
sensor components, fetch the data and deactivate the sensor. Sensor manager only
activates the sensor components when it is necessary and helps to minimise the
energy consumption of the MWoT device.
Local Service Discovery Component
When the client device locates itself in close proximity to the server, it can re-
ceive the BLE advertisement broadcasted by the the MWoT server which is more
energy efficient than other types of discovery mechanisms. After the BLE con-
nection is established, the client can explore the basic services that are provided
by the server.
Global Service Discovery Component
To enable the mobile Web services provisioning across other networks, the
MWoT server registers its service description with the global DNS server. In
RESTfull architecture, all Web services publish with associated URIs that can be
discovered by the clients.
Global Service Schedule Manager
The MWoT server can provide services based on available time and resources.
The main task of the service scheduler manager is providing a schedule for the
service provisioning which is defined as below:
Definition 3.1. (Global Sensing Service Schedule - GS)
GS is defined as a tuple (T , λ ) where:
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• T is a set of timestamps for service provisioning period. Each timestamp
is scheduled as 1 minute. i.e. for a 1 hour service provisioning, |T |= 60.
• λ : T → S maps timestamps with the scheduled sensing service execu-
tions.
MWoT server supports three main types of sensing services as described earlier
in this section. The sensing service request can be performed in two forms as
simple or complex. To enhance the sensing service provisioning, a model of the
sensing service schedule is defined and described in the following section.
Sensing Service Scheduler Model
In order to optimise the service provisioning, use of the sensing service pool
in service schedule and defined as below:
Definition 3.2. (Sensing Services Pool- SSP)
Sensing service pool describes the information of sensing services provided by
the MWoT server. It is defined as a tuple (S ,ς ,κ,ε) where:
• S is a set of sensing services.
• ς : S → R maps sensing services to sensing components (e.g.,GPS sen-
sor,accelerometer camera, audio recorder, network signal browser etc.).
• κ :S →S maps sensing services to conflict services.
• ε : S → E maps sensing services to the system resource usage sets (e.g.
CPU, RAM, network transmission bandwidth usage etc.).
Example 3.1. (Conflict Service)
Let s1 and s2 be two services. Let T ′ ⊆ T . Assume s1 has been requested
by a real-time sensing request, which has its timestamp period within T ′, and
s2 is not requested by any client. Suppose s2 ∈ κ(s1), then s2 will be marked as
unavailable during T ′.
Sensing Service Request Processing
If the request is a simple service request that involves only a one-time service
invocation that has only one activity. Otherwise, the request will be handled as
the description provided in the request itself. It is defined as below:
Definition 3.3. (Request Processing - RP)
RP is defined as a tuple (N ,F ,τ,P) where:
• N is a set of nodes.
• F ⊆N ×N is a set of flow relation rule.
• τ :N → Y maps nodes to node types. A node type can be an activity, a
gateway, an event, a sub-process etc. An activity node that involves sensor
service is marked as sType.
• P = {p1, ..., pn},n ∈ N, is a set of work schedule plan that identifies when
and how long the process needs to be performed. Each p ∈ P is defined as
a tuple (st,et), which correspond to start time (st) and end time (et).
Example 3.2. (Work Schedule Plan Handling)
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Suppose a XR contains P = {p1, p2}. Let (st1,et1) be the start time and end
time of p1. st1 = 14 : 00 and et1 = 14 : 10, which denotes a 10 minutes sens-
ing task. Schedule Manager will model p1 as a set of timestamp that consists of
{14 : 00,14 : 01,14 : 02,14 : 03, ...,14 : 10} when it is processing the request.
Schedule Manager analyses the request type based on the elements inP . It is
based on the following rules:
• One-time request: |P|= 0.
• Real-time request: |P|= 1, the end time—et of p1 ∈P is not null.
• Periodical request: |P| ≥ 1, ∀p ∈P : etp 6= null∧ stp 6= null.
For any request that exceed the scope defined above, is considered as an invalid
(i.e. insufficient parameter) request, which will trigger an error.
One-time Request Processing
A one-time request involves 1...N sensing service invocation (services of sType
nodes), which is denoted by S XR, S XR = {sXRi |1 ≤ i ≤ N}. Let tx ∈ T , and
Sx = λ (tx) a set of executed services at tx, and sx ∼= now, in which now denotes
the current system time. LetS ′ =S XR
⋂
Sx, if |S ′|> 0 then ∀s ∈S ′, sensing
service—s will be assigned for executing the activity. Let S ′′ =
S XR
Sx
, For each
s ∈ S ′′, the corresponding task will be replaced from the original sensing ser-
vice invocation task that will forward to the new service which retrieves sensing
data which has already been gathered during the previous real-time or periodical
requests.
Real-time and Periodical Request Processing
There are two main differences in between periodical sensing and real-time
sensing. First, in periodical request, the request processing can be executed in a
number of periods but, the request executes only once in the real-time sensing.
Second, in periodical request, the request can set a specific start time, while, the
real-time sensing just executes.
Service Availability Measurement and Schedule Publishing
Schedule Manager updates the service availability information when it pro-
gresses a new request. The service availability is influenced by two factors: ser-
vice conflicts and system resource allowance (i.e. CPU, RAM, network bandwidth
etc.).
Let S tx be a set of scheduled service executions at timestamp tx ∈ T , S tx =
{stxm|1 ≤ m ≤ N}. κ(stxm) denotes a set of conflict services of stxm. Hence, a set of
conflict services at timestamp—tx (denoted byK tx) will be:
K tx =
⋃
m∈|S tx |
κ(stxm), (3.1)
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and the available services at timestamp tx (denoted byS tx) will be:
S tx =
S
K tx
(3.2)
The above process has only filtered the services based on conflicts. Following
is the process that considers the system resource availability.
Let Esys = {esyso |1 ≤ o ≤ N}, be a set of the available system resources (Note
that available system resources are different to the hardware specification of the
mobile device. User can set the availability in percentage to avoid the service
provisioning affecting to the normal use of the mobile device).
Let S tx be a set of sensing services assigned at tx ∈ T . For each service—
sz ∈S tx , its system resource consumption is found in ε(sz). Let Esz = ε(sz) in
which Esz = {eszo |1≤ o≤N} in which the system resource denoted by eszo and esyso
are the same, and let veszo be the usage value of e
sz
o and ve
sys
o be the remaining value
of esyso . For each tx, the ve
sys
o after assigningS
tx (denoted by vetxo ) will be:
vetxo = ve
sys
o − ∑
sz∈S tx
veszo (3.3)
Let Etx = {vetxo }. Referring to previous result, S tx is a set of services that has
been identified as available at tx. For a service—sy ∈S tx , let Esy be the system
resource usage required by the service. If ∃esyo ∈ Esy , such that vesyo > vetxo , which
indicates that the service–sy requires higher usage value than the actual available
resource value. Hence, the sy is considered as unavailable at the timestamp—tx.
3.3. Summary
In this chapter, the author has presented a lightweight mobile Web service pro-
visioning framework for the resource-constrained environment. The author dis-
cussed the requirements of integrating a number of lightweight protocols, includ-
ing CoAP, BLE, and EXI in energy efficient mobile sensing frameworks. More-
over, it described the features of service scheduling and management of conflict
services that enables mobile users to participate in different mobile phone sens-
ing systems without affecting much of their hardware resources. Details of the
prototype implementations and the evaluation results of the proposed lightweight
MWoT framework will be discussed in Chapter 6.2
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4. ADAPTIVE MOBILE WEB OF THINGS SERVER
FRAMEWORK FOR MIST COMPUTING IN THE
INTERNET OF THINGS
4.1. Introduction
The classic design of IoT systems which relies on remote central processing
servers, face the latency issue [29] especially in many real-time ubiquitous ap-
plications such as augmented reality, traffic analytic and ambient assisted living.
Recently, Fog Computing models have been introduced to overcome the la-
tency issue by utilising the proximity-based computational resources such as the
computers co-located with the cellular base station, grid router devices or com-
puters in local business. However, the increasing users of Fog Computing servers
will cause bottleneck issues, and consequently the latency issue to arise again.
To address the bottleneck issues in the Fog computing model, researchers have
introduced Mist computing model where the computing moves to the extreme
edge of the IoT environment.
This chapter extends the MWoT server framework introduced in the last chap-
ter and applies it in the mist-computing environment towards reducing the burden
of fog servers. The author proposes a service-oriented mobile-embedded Plat-
form as a Service (mePaaS) framework enables the edge IoT devices to provide a
platform that allows requesters to deploy and execute their own program models.
However, in order to successfully achieve the goal, the MWoT server needs an
adaptive service scheduling scheme that considers runtime context factors such as
CPU load, RAM availability, etc. Accordingly, the framework supports resource-
aware autonomous service configuration that can manage the availability of the
functions provided by the Mist node based on the dynamically changing hardware
resource availability. Additionally, the framework also supports task distribution
among a group of Mist nodes. The prototype has been tested and performance
evaluated on the real world devices.
4.2. Proposed Framework
4.2.1. Architecture overview
The proposed mePaaS framework enables MWoT devices to provide a flexible
way of sharing their computational and networking mechanisms as services. The
core of mePaaS framework is based on Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [116] ar-
chitecture. ESB is a software infrastructure that can easily connect resources by
combining and assembling services to achieve a loosely-coupled Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA). mePaaS utilises a plugin module-based approach to mediate
native computational and networking components to services that can be invoked
by the process execution engine. Requester of mePaaS can send a request pack-
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age, which consists of input parameters and the flow of processes described in the
standard workflow model (e.g.BPMN http://www.bpmn.org) with customised
algorithm defined in the supported script language of the process execution en-
gine. mePaaS can execute the workflow that facilitates the available service mod-
ules to complete the tasks from the requester. Figure 17 illustrates the main ele-
ments of mePaaS framework and the elements are described below.
Figure 17: mePaaS architecture
Controller
Controller is the core element of mePaaS framework. Its main tasks include
mediating and managing the computational and networking modules in order to
coordinate with the service provisioning component. Moreover, the controller
analyses the requests from the clients, and updates the service description accord-
ing to the availability of resources. It includes the following important compo-
nents:
• Service Availability Controller The Service Availability Controller updates
the service availability information when it progresses a new request. Since
each service module execution consumes a certain amount of hardware and
other resources of the device, the service availability controller notifies the
Controller about the conflicts of services and the overhead usage of the
system resource (i.e., CPU, RAM, network bandwidth, etc.). For example,
let Req1 and Req2 are two requests that use the camera for a sensing task.
Assume Req1 has been requested for 20 second video capturing. If Req2
also wanted a picture from the camera at the same time, the Req2 will be
marked as a conflicting service and is available only after 20 seconds. Under
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this situation, the Controller will notify the Service Provisioning component
to disable the corresponding service (e.g. image-based sensing) from the
service description until the corresponding resources are released.
• Resource state monitoring – This component is responsible for monitor-
ing the resource usages continuously. For example, monitoring the device
hardware status, CPU load percentage, RAM usage, incoming and outgoing
network transmission status, etc. Based on the information arrived from this
component, the controller can autonomously make a decision about which
service modules are available based on the required usage of resources. The
decision-making scheme is described in the next section.
• Service Schedule Manager – This is the component which can predict
the availability of resources in the temporal domain. More details of this
component are discussed in the later section.
Service Provisioning (SP)
SP is the component that handles which service modules can be included in the
SDM. mePaaS can publish or advertise its SDM in different networks, depending
on the application use case. In general, the SDM follows the W3C’s recommen-
dation for RESTful services in the WoT, in which SDM is described based on
JSON-LD format. SP associates with different Service Provisioning Adaptors
(SPA) such as Mist, Fog, MEC, the Web, to publish or advertise mePaaS’s SDM.
Also, the SPAs are responsible for handling the incoming request packages from
their field. For example, Mist SPAs are responsible for advertising SDM on the
D2D network (e.g. Wi-Fi Direct, Physical Web https://google.github.io/
physical-web) and handling the requests from D2D network. Note that, distin-
guished from mobile ad-hoc network, the D2D utilises existing infrastructure for
the communication within a 1-hop range [85].
Local Service Module Manager (LSMM)
LSMM is responsible to launch, terminate and manage the local service modules
of mePaaS. Local service modules can be seen as independent software compo-
nents that can be installed as plugins of mePaaS. Initially, mePaaS should have at
least one process execution module and a number of corresponding modules that
can utilise the inbuilt functions of the device (e.g. access GPS data). mePaaS pro-
vides a flexible way for developers or users to add more modules for supporting
different needs. For example, a user can install additional modules for performing
semantic sensory data reasoning. LSMM will inform the Controller about newly
installed module, along with the corresponding descriptions. The controller will
pass the information to SP to include the module as a new service in SDM.
Process Execution
This module consists of the following main elements:
• Execution Engine – is software to execute the workflow which is included
in the request package. The Execution Engine needs to associate with
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LSMM in order to invoke the corresponding service modules involved in
the workflow tasks.
• Process Patterns – manage a number of predefined workflow patterns.
The pre-defined patterns can be used to replace the inexcusable tasks in the
workflow as substitutions. When it receives a request that contains the goal
of the process, a corresponding abstract workflow model will be executed.
A flow relation pattern defines the structure of a set of workflow nodes. The
definition of abstract workflow model and approach will be described in a
later section.
Networking Modules
These modules represent the service modules that can invoke the functions of
networking requests (e.g. Sending HTTP or CoAP requests, sending Bluetooth
GET request, retrieving Bluetooth Beacon’s data or reading RFID or data from
ISO/IEC 20248 devices etc.). These modules can also be used to fetch the SDM
of the other service providers in proximity.
Internal Modules
Represents the service modules that only involve the functions from inbuilt hard-
ware resources and sensors such as GPS, accelerometer, compass, brightness etc.
Privacy, Trust, Security, etc.
are the modules that involve the management of privacy and service level agree-
ment, the trustworthiness and quality of service provisioning, cryptography and
other security involved mechanisms. the author has studied them earlier in other
contexts such as service discovery [24], and they will be integrated later.
4.2.2. Self-configured service provisioning
Mist node publishes the available services in SDM that the clients will receive in
the JSON-LD format. Due to the dynamic nature of the resource usage of service
modules, the availability of the service provisioning is also unpredictable. For ex-
ample, if the Mist node is currently serving a continuous data streaming task, then
it is unlikely to serve a new request that also requires a heavy bandwidth usage.
Hence the corresponding service may need to be disabled from SDM since the
Mist node cannot handle any more such kind of requests. In order to dynamically
update the SDM, the author proposes the service scheduling scheme. First, the
author explains the terminologies used in the scheme. As described earlier, the
Mist node-handled process is modelled as a workflow. Here, the author refers
to the terms described in [150] where a task that is to be accomplished is called
awork item. A work item in mePaaS is executed by a service module.
Definition 4.1. (Installed Service Module Collection) —is defined as a tuple <
S,β > where:
– S= {sl : 1≤ l≤N} is a set of service modules. Each sl ∈ S is defined as a tu-
ple < ID, type,status > corresponding to identification, type of the service
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module (e.g. CPU intensive, bandwidth intensive etc.) and the availability
status.
– β : S→U is a function that maps the service modules to the required hard-
ware usages.
Definition 4.2. (Scheduled Work Items) — is defined as a tuple <W , F, ζ , γ , δ >
where:
– W is a finite set of work items. W = {ω1,ω2, ...,ωn}, n ∈ N.
– F ⊆W ×W is a set of flow relation rules.
– ζ :W → Z is a function that maps work items to status.
– γ :W → Γ is a function that maps work items to start times.
– δ :W →D is a function that maps work items to estimated execution dura-
tion.
Let •ω = {ω|(ω,υ) ∈ F} be the pre-set of ω , ω•= {ω|(υ ,ω) ∈ F} be the post-
set of ω.
Definition 4.3 ((Device Hardware Usages (HGlo))).
HGlo = {hGlo1 ,hGlo2 , ...,hGlon },n ∈ N. Each hGlo ∈ HGlo is defined as a tuple
< IDGlo, cuGlo, xuGlo > where:
– IDGlo denotes the identification of the hardware.
– cuGlo denote the current assigned usage of the hardware based on the scheulded
work items.
– xuGlo denotes the maximum availability of the hardware.
Initially, we can apply Algorithm 4.1 in which the Service Provisioning (SP)
component can decide whether to keep or remove the services from SDM based
on the availability of hardware resources.
Algorithm 4.1 Pseudocode for our algorithm
1: for s ∈ S do
2: hardwareUsageSet← β (s)
3: for hus ∈ hardwareUsageSet do
4: for hGlo ∈ HGlo do
5: if IDhus ≡ IDhGlo ∧ (valuehus + cuGloh )> xuGloh ) then
6: add s to removeList
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
However, Algorithm 4.1 does not consider that the hardware usage relative
to the temporal space. For example, there may be a process that will terminate
and release the resources in very near future. To overcome this limitation, as a
future development of our previous work [90], especially for the complex type
of services, the author combined a Service Schedule Manager into the Controller
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to enhance the decision making process and to ensure the unnecessary removing
of services. For example, there may be a service request that takes some images
from the surrounding and uploads them to a server periodically. Assume that the
request has started at 10.00 am and continues in every 10 minutes as at 10.10,
10.20,..., until 11.00 am. In that situation, availability of the camera resource is
almost free except only at some occasions. Moreover, the system already knows
the availability of resources in advance and the framework can make optimal de-
cisions accordingly. The following section describes the service schedule that
optimises the service provisioning.
4.2.3. Service Scheduler
The following section describes a detailed overview of the service scheduling that
enhances the service provisioning. The service scheduler combines the available
resources with the domain in advance to minimise the service conflicts.
Definition 4.4. (Local Services Pool- LSP) — LSP describes the information
about local services provided by the mist node. It is defined as a (S ,ς ,κ,ε)
where:
• S is a set of service modules.
• ς :S →R maps services to hardware components (e.g. GPS sensor, ac-
celerometer, camera, audio recorder, network signal browser etc.).
• κ :S →S maps services to conflict services.
• ε : S → E maps services to the system resource usage sets (e.g. CPU,
RAM, network transmission bandwidth usage etc.).
Example 4.1. (Conflict Service)
Let s1 and s2 be two services. Let T ′ ⊆ T . Assume s1 has been requested
by a real-time sensing request (e.g noise level sensing), which has its timestamp
period within T ′, and s2 is not requested by any client. Suppose s2 ∈ κ(s1), then
s2 will be marked as unavailable during T ′.
4.2.4. Scalable Computational Resources
In Mist, it is expected that the SDM of a Mist node also describes the computa-
tional and networking capabilities (CPU, RAM, bandwidth etc.) it can provide.
Since such information is available, a Mist node can form a grid computing group
centred by itself with other Mist nodes that are within 1- hop range from it. Hence,
when the Mist node cannot perform a task by itself or it cannot achieve the per-
formance requirement for the task execution, it is possible to distribute the work
(by executing a predefined substitute workflow pattern) to the other Mist nodes as
long as it will generate a more efficient result. However, it raises a question about
how does mePaaS makes the decision on which Mist node and when it should
distribute the work to?
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Here, the author proposes a work distribution scheme, which is used when
a computational offloading node needs to be defined for the work substitution
purpose at runtime.
Step 1. The resources required for executing the Work Item depend on the usage
of the corresponding hardware components.
Let RES be the resource for the work item. RES consumes a set of hardware (CPU,
memory, bandwidth, etc.; based on the historical record and input parameters).
Let H be the hardware usage by RES, H = {hk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N}, where each h ∈ H
is defined as a tuple (< id,value >) corresponding to the identification of the
hardware usage and the hardware usage value consumed for executing the RES.
Step 2. The weight of hardware usage required for the work item influences the
performance ranking.
Based on the resource for the work item, the weight of hardware usage is
different. It can categorise them into following types based on the hardware usage
considered in [114] and [81]:
1. CPU intensive task (e.g. customised complex algorithm scripts).
2. CPU+RAM intensive task (e.g. I/O data processing; large data volume
loading involved tasks)
3. Bandwidth intensive task (e.g. data forwarding process; e.g. send/receive
tasks)
4. Hybrid, where multiple resources have higher weight.
Example 4.2.
If (b) is the classification of the Work Item, then for example, hardware param-
eters being considered are CPU, RAM, Bandwidth, then mark CPU = 2, RAM =
2, Bandwidth = 1, corresponding to CPU and RAM both plus one. Hence, the
weight of CPU will be 2/5, RAM will be 2/5, Bandwidth will be 1/5.
Step 3. Identify availability of the system resources –Schedule Manager updates
the service availability information when it progresses a new request. The
service availability is influenced by two factors: service conflicts and system
resource availability(i.e. CPU, RAM, network bandwidth, etc.).
Let S tx be a set of scheduled service executions at timestamp tx ∈ T , S tx =
{stxm|1 ≤ m ≤ N}. κ(stxm) denotes a set of conflict services of stxm. Hence, a set of
conflict services at timestamp—tx (denoted byK tx) will be:
K tx =
⋃
m∈|S tx |
κ(stxm) (4.1)
and the available services at timestamp tx (denoted byS tx) will be:
S tx =
S
K tx
(4.2)
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The above process has only filtered the services based on conflicts. Following
is the process that considers the system resource availability. Let Esys = {esyso |1≤
o ≤ N}, be a set of the available system resources (Note that available system
resources are different to the hardware specification of the mobile device. User
can set the availability in percentage to avoid the service provisioning affecting to
the normal use of the mobile device).
Let S tx be a set of services assigned at tx ∈ T . For each service—sz ∈S tx ,
its system resource consumption is found in ε(sz). Let Esz = ε(sz) in which Esz =
{eszo |1≤ o≤N} in which the system resource denoted by eszo and esyso are the same,
and let veszo be the usage value of e
sz
o and ve
sys
o be the remaining value of e
sys
o . For
each tx, the vesyso after assigningS
tx (denoted by vetxo ) will be:
vetxo = ve
sys
o − ∑
sz∈S tx
veszo (4.3)
Let Etx = {vetxo }. Referring to previous result, S tx is a set of services that has
been identified as available at tx. For a service—sy ∈S tx , let Esy be the system
resource usage required by the service. If ∃esyo ∈ Esy , such that vesyo > vetxo , which
indicates that the service–sy requires higher usage value than the actual available
resource value. Hence, the sy is considered as unavailable at the timestamp—tx.
Step 4. The ranking of candidate – is based on the weight of resource and the
resource availability.
LetM be a set of candidate Mist nodes whereM = {µi : 1≤ i≤N}. Each µ ∈
M has a set of available hardware usageA = {α j : 1≤ j≤N}. Each α j is defined
as a tuple < id,value >, and valueij denotes the value of available hardware usage
α j of Mist node µi. The score of a candidate Mist node—µx ∈M is computed by
(4.4).
scorex = ∑
j∈|A |
(
valuexj
∑i∈|M | valueij
×w′xj) (4.4)
where w′xj denotes the normalised weight of the hardware usage α j at µx, which
is derived from (4.5).
w′xj =
wxj
∑k∈|Hx|wk
(4.5)
where wxj is the initial assigned weight value (see Example 1) and wk is the weight
of a hk ∈ Hx.Hx is the HGlo of µx ∈M .
4.3. Summary
In this chapter, the author has presented a mobile-embedded Platform as a Service
(mePaaS) framework. The framework follows the service-oriented ESB archi-
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tecture, which adapts the mechanism supported by the device (e.g., Wi-Fi com-
munication, Bluetooth communication, GPS, etc.) into service. The author has
extended the original work by adding service scheduling and the management of
conflicts in order to improve the quality of service provisioning. With the com-
bination of the service scheduling and script language supported BPMN work-
flow engine as the program execution engine, mePaaS allows the MWoT devices
to provide a flexible platform for proximal users to offload their computational
or networking program to mePaaS-based Mist Computing node. Details of the
implemented prototype of mePaaS together with performance evaluation will be
discussed in Chapter 6.3
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5. ENERGY-EFFICIENT MOBILE WEB OF THINGS
USING PUBLIC FOG NETWORKING SERVICES
5.1. Introduction
The fragmented interoperability issue of IoT [3] has motivated the incubation of
the WoT [77], which applies Web technologies to IoT in order to enhance the
integration among the IoT entities towards accelerating the development and the
deployment of IoT ecosystem. Essentially, WoT systems are the IoT systems with
additional mechanisms that enable the connected things such as home appliances,
vehicles, animals and so forth, to be communicable via World Wide Web (i.e..
the Web) technologies, which belong to the application layer of OSI model. Im-
plicitly, by utilising WoT, IoT developers can greatly reduce the fragmentation
derived from the common practical implementation of IoT in which vendors are
using their custom heterogeneous protocols.
While various domains have integrated IoT to their systems, MIoT emerged
as the major theme in IoT that representing Internet connected moving objects
such as human, animals, drones, vehicles and so forth, which often, are relying on
battery-powered devices. Commonly, if all the MIoT system uses the devices from
one single vendor, it may not have any issue in integrating the devices. However,
as discussed earlier, such a statement reduces the flexibility of choosing the device
vendor. Instead, if the system has applied WoT, in which the system will use
only the WoT standard-compliant devices, it will increase the sustainability of the
MIoT deployment and we term the WoT-driven MIoT as Mobile WoT.
Although MWoT is promising, it also raises numerous challenges in terms
of processing power, storage space and the constraint energy because MWoT is
commonly deployed on the battery-powered devices and the mobile Internet com-
munication consume significant battery power. Accordingly [42], Wi-Fi network
communication consumes much less energy than the cellular Internet. Ideally, If
MWoT devices can collaborate with proximal Wi-Fi Internet access point, they
can save significant battery power. Fortunately, recent research in IoT has empha-
sised the importance of distributing processes from the distant central server to
the proximal resources such as programmable network routers, gateways, bridges
or their co-located machines. Specifically, industry terms such a paradigm as Fog
Computing and Networking architecture (i.e. the fog), which can cater the alter-
native Internet connect for MWoT.
It is foreseeable that in near future, the local small businesses and individuals
will be providing public fog to the general public, which is similar to the Indie
Fog business model and The Things Network. Further, the requester can utilise
proximal fog servers on the move for the Internet communication instead of fully
relying on the cellular mobile Internet.
Although utilising FogNets is a promising approach to improve the energy-
efficiency of MWoT, it also raises a new research question: in an environment that
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consists of many heterogeneous FogNets providers that have different workload,
queue and operation schedules, if the MWoT device randomly selects a FogNets
provider simply based on the FogNet providers’ availability, it may consume un-
necessary energy for the MWoT device if the MWoT device switches the con-
nected FogNets provider too frequent. On the other hand, if the MWoT device
only switch FogNets provider after it loses connection or encounter issues with
the FogNets provider, it will cause extra offline time period, which is further re-
duce the Quality of Service (QoS) of the MWoT and also can cause critical issues
especially when the system utilises MWoT for remote healthcare.
In order to address the question, we propose a proactive FogNets scheduling
framework for MWoT. Specifically, the proposed framework aims to optimise the
FogNets connection schedule towards reducing the extra energy consumption de-
rived from the switching FogNets providers.
5.2. System Design
A typical strategy to reduce energy consumption in this environment is to reduce
the need of data transmission over the mobile Internet, because the mobile Inter-
net consumes the most energy in the process. A common approach is to select
one of the gateway devices in the proximity which is able to work as a broker for
uploading the data to the corresponding organisations’ Web server. As mentioned
previously, if the environment has a pre-configured infrastructure, such a collabo-
rative network has no issue. However, in IoT scenarios, the environment consists
of numerous WSN groups that are operated by different organisations and it is not
an easy task to enable the inter-organisational collaboration between those groups.
5.2.1. Overview
Figure 18 illustrates a federated environment where different organisations can
perform collaboration in IoT data acquisition. The collaboration is based on util-
ising the Message Bus service managed by a trustworthy Coordinator server in
the Cloud. The Message Bus routes the messages and data among participants. A
participant can publish its services to the Message Bus and let the other partici-
pants subscribe to the services. Further, it enables the negotiation process between
different participants towards assisting their collaboration.
In this environment, we made the following assumptions:
a) The movement of the MWoT device (D.1) is not very fast, roaming in a
particular area and utilises standard proximal communication protocols for
discovering its surrounding devices. Because of the lightweight proximal
protocols (eg.BLE) , the energy consumption for discovering surrounding
devices is very low compared to uploading data [41].
b) The MWoT devices periodically upload sensed data to their servers (Eg. in
every 5 minutes).
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Figure 18: Fog Networking service example
c) The organisations those are willing work as FogNets providers for the other
organisations, will use meaningful identification for their Fog nodes. Fur-
ther, they publish the information (e.g. based on WSDL, WADL, CoAP
etc.) of their Fog nodes in the Message Bus service together with the meth-
ods that help the other participants to establish the collaboration.
d) The Fog node is not always in active mode due to the energy conservation
reason. They are discoverable via direct mobile P2P communication range
while they are awake.
e) Inter-organizational collaboration involves privacy and service level agree-
ment (SLA) concerns. For example, when organization A is willing to share
its bandwidth with organization B, both organizations should come up with
an agreement that consider the main facts about data transfer. For instance,
data security, the quota of the shared bandwidth, how data will be treated at
different nodes, how long it will take to deliver data to the destination, the
maximum size of the data bundle, etc. will be considered as the main facts
of SLAs. It is assumed that entering into SLAs is the responsibility of the
management of the respective organizations. In addition, once organization
B uploads data to organization A’s Fog node, the data will be forwarded to
organization B’s servers that are under the control of organization A. Hence,
this work, cannot consider how the data will be routed to a particular desti-
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nation within the respective organization’s network. The required SLAs are
already being established.
In this example scenario the MWoT device is running a background opera-
tion which utilizes the low-powered proximity based service discovery procedures
(e.g., browsing Bluetooth Advertisement, Wi-Fi Direct, WFi Aware, etc.) to lo-
cate devices that can possibly be the FogNets providers (mark 1). Then MWoT
device sends the collection of the identification information of potential FogNets
providers together with its current geographical location information to the Boot-
strap Server (mark 2). (It is also worth to mention that at the very beginning
the MWoT device utilises the mobile Internet connection to upload its proximity
data, but subsequently it can use one of the selected FogNets provider to up-
load the proximity information.) Then Bootstrap Server (BS) can identify what
are the suitable FogNets providers in D.1’s current vicinity via the information
retrieved from the Coordinator server. Afterwards, BS will request for collabora-
tion from the management servers of the selected Fog Node (mark 3). Once the
request is confirmed, BS will inform MWoT device about the confirmation with
the information of the Fog Node (mark 4). Meanwhile, the management server of
the selected FogNets provider (denoted by D.2) will configure D.2 to enable the
communication from D.1 (mark 5). Afterwards, D.1 can use D.2 as its FogNets
provider to upload data. The communication between the two devices can be in
any short-range, low power wireless communication protocols depending on their
configurations (mark 6). To preserve the energy of D.1, It can also upload other
configuration data (eg. identification information of potential FogNets providers)
over the same connection instead of utilizing mobile Internet that will consume
more energy. As the figure shows, initially the D.2 is work as a gateway of the
other FogNets clients to send data packages to the Message Bus. Since D.2 may
send all the data it collects (for different parties) in one package to the Message
Bus (mark 7), the Message Bus will decompose the data collection and forward to
the corresponding channels. The participants who subscribed to the correspond-
ing channels will automatically receive the data. In this scenario, the Coordinator
would have approved the Distant Data Acquisition Server (DDAS) of D.1 for sub-
scribing the data derived from D.1. Hence, the DDAS of D.1 can properly receive
the data collected by D.1 (mark 8).
5.2.2. Main components of the proposed framework
The environment may consist of four main elements.
Other FogNets’ clients
Other FogNets clients’ devices are classic sensor devices that are deployed in the
environment to collect specific data (e.g. temperature, noise level, humidity, etc.).
Those are often low powered devices with limited application logic and some of
them may be working as a sink node for the certain amount of sensor nodes.
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Mobile WoT device is a battery-powered device that has more processing and en-
ergy capabilities for sensing the environment on the move. It can be carried or at-
tached to any moving objects (human actors, animals, robots etc.). The device can
have inbuilt sensors and also capable of collecting data from proximity sensors.
Initially, MWoT device uploads its collected sensory data directly to its Distant
Data Acquisition Server (DDAS) via the mobile Internet connection. However,
the frequent data upload via mobile Internet will drain the battery quickly. Hence,
utilising the proximal Internet-connected devices to forward data to its DDAS will
help MWoT device to preserve energy for longer life.
FogNets provider device D.2
We consider that FogNets provider devices are work as potential gateways for the
MWoT devices. Normally they may have a better energy source and more com-
putational/ storage resources than the MWoT Devices. D.2 will collect data from
the own FogNets client devices, and upload the collected sensor data to their or-
ganization’s DDAS. Based on the organization’s preferences, FogNets provider
devices are discoverable by using common standard proximal communication
such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi direct, etc. In this environment, we assume that a
discoverable FogNets provider devices will advertise a URL of its management
server for further information (eg. communication protocols, availability, secu-
rity credentials, etc.) for collaborative IoT data acquisition. Also, please note
that FogNets provider devices may not be available for continuous data acqui-
sition due to some limitations such as technical failures, organization policies,
energy/bandwidth limitations, etc.
Distant Data Acquisition Server
Each organization may have a separate server to acquire data coming from its own
sensor nodes. Yet, the way of delivering data from sensor nodes to the DDAS
may be in different ways. For example, in the beginning, the collected data from
the sensor nodes could be directly forwarded to the respective DDAS by MWoT
device and later the data may be received by the DDAS through a different orga-
nization’s network.
Bootstrap Server
BS directly communicates with the MWoT device to collect information about
potential FogNets providers in proximity. Thereafter, BS will request for col-
laboration from the management servers of the selected FogNets and prepare the
optimal schedule for the corresponding sensing period that minimizes the number
of re-connections.
Inter Organizational Coordinator
This entity works as a top-level coordinator for all organizations. All organi-
zations willing to collaborate will exchange messages and data over the Message
Bus service which provides a communication path across all entities. The coordi-
nating server processes the requests for collaboration from different organizations
shared with other organizations over the Message Bus.
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Mobile Web of Things (MWoT) device
Backend Management Server of Organisation (MS)
MS is the controller of an organisations Fog nodes and it can control one or many
Fog nodes and MWoT devices too. The MS has the following main responsibili-
ties:
a) Providing SDM of a Fog node. As mentioned previously, a Fog node can
reply with the URL of the MS controlling it. If a requester retrieves a URL
from the Fog node, it then performs a HTTP GET request on the MS, and
the MS will reply with a SDM that describes what types of operations are
available from the MS. For example, the SDM can describe what data the
corresponding Fog node has collected and the URI to retrieve the data from
corresponding DAAS. Also, the SDM describes how the collaborative net-
work can be established. The details of the SDM will be described in a later
section.
b) Configuring the processes of Fog nodes. Each time the MS receives data
from the Fog node by the classic request/response method, the MS will
check if the configuration of Fog node needs to be updated. If so, the
MS will wrap the updated configuration setting metadata with the response
message and send it to the Fog node. The Fog node will then check the
response message. If re-configuration is required, it will perform the re-
configuration. For example, the reconfiguration may include a request to
Fog node to collect data from new sensor nodes that have been deployed in
the environment by the organisation.
c) Establishing and negotiating the collaboration with other organisations. Fun-
damentally, each organisation manages its own WSN, and their Fog nodes/
MWoT devices which are uploading data individually. For example, in Fig-
ure 18, initially, the MWoT device is uploading data to DDAS directly over
the mobile Internet that consumes more energy. However, a common ap-
proach is to select one of the FogNets provider in the proximity which can
work as a broker to upload the data.
5.2.3. FogNets provider scheduling
As mentioned earlier, we consider that FogNets providers may have different
availability due to some circumstances. Switch between many FogNets providers
consumes more energy than connected to the same provider during the data up-
loading cycle of the MWoT device. Hence, it is necessary to provide the schedul-
ing scheme to improve the energy efficiency of the MWoT device when selecting
a FogNets provider and establish collaboration. Accordingly, the BS prepares the
best schedule for the corresponding MWoT device that minimise the number of
switching between the FogNets providers.
We formalise the scheduling scheme as below:
Let T = {τi : 1≤ i≤N} be a set of discontinuous task periods assigned from
the BS to the MWoT device by following the time flow order. e.g. τ1 denotes
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3:00∼3:05, τ2 denotes 3:15∼3:20, and the time represented by τ2 must not be
prior than τ1.
Let C = {Ci : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} be a set of candidate FogNets providers for the task
periods. Where Ci denotes a set of candidate FogNets providers for task period—
τi ∈T .
Let H = {h j : 1 ≤ j ≤ N}, be a set of all the FogNets providers in proximity.
To match the available time of h j to each Ci ∈ C, we use Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 Matching with the schedules of FogNets
1: for τi ∈T do
2: STi← the start time of τi
3: ETi← the end time of τi
4: Ci← new set
5: for h j ∈ H do
6: Tj← set of scheduled online time of h j
7: for tk ∈ Tj do
8: STk← the start time of tk
9: ETk← the end time of tk
10: if (STk < (STi +buffSTi))∧ (ETk > (ETi +buffETi)) then
11: add ID of h j to Ci
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
After applying Algorithm 5.1, we obtained a set of candidates for each Ci ∈
C. The buff times mentioned in the algorithm are the buff time for start time
(buffSTi), which is the discovery and connection time, and the buff time for the
end time (buffETi), which is the time required to complete the last data transmis-
sion before disconnection.
Here, we consider that re-connection will consume extra power. If the energy
consumption of re-connection is higher than maintaining the same connection,
then maintaining the same connection between two scheduled periods is more
preferable. In order to find out if there is any possibility to use the same FogNets
provider for two sequential ordered periods, we first need to identify the sequential
ordered candidates in C.
Let a j and b j be the representation of h j assigned in two sequential schedule
time groups. The h j will be added to the sequential schedule list—P whenP =
{(a j,b j) : ∃a j ∈ Cb ji−1}, where C
b j
i−1 denotes the previous time group of the b j’s
time group.
AfterP is generated, we can use the information provided byP to rank each
element—c ∈Ci. i.e. cx denotes the ID of hx. Suppose cx is one of the element in
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Ci, to compute the ranking of cx, we use 5.1.
rank(cx) =

1+
η
∑
m=0
|{∃c ∈Ccxi+m : c = cx}|
if has already connected.
η
∑
m=0
|{∃c ∈Ccxi+m : c = cx}|
otherwise.
(5.1)
where η denotes the set index number where the node represented by cx is no
longer found. Ccxi denotes the schedule time group of cx. C
cx
i+m is the next schedule
time group of Ccxi .
The already connected FogNets device will be considered as priority. Hence,
the ranking value is added by 1.
Afterwards, in a Ci, if two or more candidate FogNets providers have same
ranking value, the connection will be retained. Otherwise, the highest ranked
node will be selected. If currently there is no connection and there are multiple
same ranked nodes, the MWoT device will randomly select one of them.
Originally, when two or more options have same ranking value, then further
ranking is made based on other context attributes. However, here we do not in-
clude the other attributes that influence the ranking of the node. The correspond-
ing scheme has been discussed in the previous work [25]. We plan to compose
them in our future work.
5.3. Summary
In this chapter, the author proposed a framework for energy-efficient mobile data
acquisition using opportunistic FogNets devices. In this environment, the inter-
organisational FogNets devices can act as gateway service providers in order
to collaboratively conserving energy usage from the mobile Internet-based data
transmission. Further, the author considers the dynamic nature of FogNets devices
in terms of their scheduled availability. Hence, the author introduced a proactive
gateway service scheduling scheme to facilitate the establishment of the collab-
oration. The scheduling scheme aims to reduce the re-connection between the
collaborative devices in order to minimise the unnecessary energy consumption
derived from re-connection processes. The proof-of-concept prototype evaluation
will be discussed in Chapter 6.4
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6. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION
6.1. Introduction
In the previous chapters, the author has described the proposed frameworks to
enable energy efficient MWoT service provisioning. Particularly, in Chapter 3, the
author has presented the architecture of the energy efficient, lightweight MWoT
service provisioning framework. Next, in Chapter 4, the author has described a
service-scheduling feature that addresses the challenges when processing a large
number of concurrent client requests in the constrained environment. In addition,
in Chapter 5 introduced a proactive gateway service scheduling scheme in the
opportunistic Internet sharing environment that optimises the energy consumption
of the MWoT devices.
In order to validate the approaches discussed in the previous chapters and for
proof-of-concept, the author has developed and evaluated a number of prototypes
and use cases. This Chapter presented the evaluation methods and results of our
prototypes.
6.2. Evaluation of Energy-Efficient Mobile Web of Things using
Public Fog Networking Services
6.2.1. Objective
As was discussed in Chapter 5, MWoT devices can reduce mobile Internet usage
by using network services from proximal FogNets providers. A scenario where
the MWoT device works as a data collector for an organization and utilizes other
organizations has been presented. Fog gateways in proximity upload the collected
data without using services of the mobile Internet. Further, an optimal schedule to
reduce switching between Fog gateways when there are many FogNets devices in
proximity, has also been presented. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework, a prototype has been implemented to conduct several test cases, which
have already been done. The following section provides details of test scenarios
and the results of performance evaluation.
6.2.2. Experimental Setup and Prototype Implementation
The evaluation has been performed using LG Sprit and G4 mobile phones run-
ning Android version 5.0.1. The FogNets provider device has embedded with
NanoHTTPd server (https://github.com/NanoHttpd). The mobile Internet
used by the devices is TELE2 4G mobile Internet connection. To measure the
energy consumption, our test bed consists of PeakTech Digital Multimeter which
provides the visualized real-time energy consumption logging of the mobile de-
vices (Figure 19). The Multimeter is coupled to the battery of the MWoT device
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and measures the current flow and the voltage level during the experiment.
Figure 19: Testbed for the energy measurement
Case Scenario 6.2.1. Power Consumption due to Switching Wi-Fi Networks
First, we designed a test scenario to demonstrate the power consumption pat-
tern of a mobile device when it switches from one Wi-Fi network to another. Here,
the mobile device is connected to a Wi-Fi network and we obtained the power
consumption trace for 200 seconds duration. As shown in Figure 20, always con-
nected to the same Wi-Fi gateway for 200 seconds consumes about 136.45 Joules.
Next, we switched the Wi-Fi connection frequently during the same time period
and obtained the power traces accordingly. It is clearly shown that switching be-
tween Wi-Fi gateways consumes a considerable amount of energy than maintain-
ing the same connection. For example, it consumes additional 39 Joules (175.6-
136.45) when switching between five gateways instead of maintaining the same
gateway.
Case Scenario 6.2.2. Optimised FogNets provider Scheduling
This test scenario presents the experimental results of the proposed scheduling
algorithm. In the setting of this scenario, the MWoT device has been scheduled
5 periodical tasks which of each require 3 minutes sensory data uploading to the
DDAS through a FogNets provider. The scheduled start time has five time stamps
as at 4:00, 4:05, 4:10, 4:15, 4:20 and 2 minutes buffer time also allocated for both
start time and end time. In the experimental situation we have 7 FogNets providers
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Figure 20: Energy consumption due to switching Wi-Fi Networks
as A, B, C, D, E, F and G and the available connection period as follows: A 3.50-
4.10 and 4.30-4.50, B 4.05-4.25 and 4.45-5.05, C 3.40-4.10 and 4.15-4.45, D 3.15-
3.40 and 4.10-4.30, E 3.45-4.15, F 3.35-3.50 and 4.05-4.30, G 3.55-4.10 and 4.20-
4.40. In the first scenario the MWoT device selects the FogNets providers for each
time period randomly (without considering the scheduling algorithm) as shown in
Table 3a. In this test case we assume that the QoS of all the candidate FogNets
providers’ is similar. Next time, the MWoT device selected the best FogNets
provider based on the optimised schedule (Table 3b) that intends to minimize the
need of switching FogNets providers during the data uploading phase. During the
experiment we measured the power consumption of the MWoT device according
to the random schedule and the optimised schedule.
At the beginning, the MWoT device that uses the random schedule, does not
connect to any FogNets provider, but it keeps scanning for available providers.
Based on the random schedule shown in Table 3a, at the time stamp T1 it estab-
lished a connection with the FogNets provider-B and at the time stamp T2 the
MWoT device disconnected from the FogNets provider-B and connected to the
FogNets provider-E. Since the schedule is random, the MWoT device disconnects
and connects to available FogNets providers for three times (C –> E –> B –> C).
As shown in Figure 21, the re-connection processes cause the device to consume
more power than with maintaining a stable connection.
On the other hand, in optimised scheduling approach, the MWoT device ini-
tially connected to the FogNets provider-E at the first time stamp and maintains
the same connection until the time stamp T3. At the time stamp T3 it switches to
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Table 3: Scheduling cases; X denotes the availability, B© denotes the buff time;
+© denotes the selected schedule.
(a) Random schedule. Switch FogNets provider three times
Time Slot A B C D E F G
T1 - 4:00-4:05 X +© X X
T2 - 4:05-4:10 B© B© B© +© B© B©
T3 - 4:10-4:15 +© B© B© X
T4 - 4:15-4:20 +© B© X X
T5 - 4:20-4:25 B© +© X X B©
(b) Optimised schedule. Switch FogNets provider one time
Time Slot A B C D E F G
T1 - 4:00-4:05 X X +© X
T2 - 4:05-4:10 B© B© B© +© B© B©
T3 - 4:10-4:15 X B© B© +©
T4 - 4:15-4:20 X B© X +©
T5 - 4:20-4:25 B© X X +© B©
the FogNets provider-F and maintain the same connection for the whole scheduled
period. Based on the optimised schedule which is shown in Table 3b the MWoT
device switched its gateway only one time. Hence, it consumes less power than
the random selection approach.
Case Scenario 6.2.3. Energy consumption of the Mobile WoT device
In this test case we monitored the average energy consumption of the mobile
devices when it is uploading data to its Distant Data Acquisition Server (DDAS)
in different ways.
Self-upload
Here, we measured the energy consumption at the MWoT device when upload-
ing data to its own DDAS over 4G mobile Internet. The dataset consists of the
items that are of size 200KB, 400KB, 600KB, 800KB and 1000KB respectively.
Measured average energy consumption to upload each item is varied (as shown in
Figure 25) from 267.9 Joules (for 200KB) to 296.7 Joules (for 1000KB).
Via a FogNets provider
In this scenario, the MWoT device uploads data to the DDAS through another
mobile device that works as a FogNets provider. To measure the energy consump-
tion of the MWoT device, we designed a test case that follows the steps mentioned
in Figure 15.
The first step is measuring the energy consumption for proximity scanning
and uploads the retrieved data to the BS over the mobile Internet. Hence, we
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configure five FogNets provider devices (mobile phones) that advertise their man-
agement servers’ URLs as BLE advertisements. Also, we configured a BS server
on the Heroku cloud Platform and an Amazon EC2 instance as a management
server. Next, the MWoT device does the BLE scanning for 15 seconds, upload
the collected information to the BS over the mobile Internet. At the BS server, it
requested the relevant configuration information of the FogNets provider from the
management server and send the optimized schedule to the MWoT device (in this
experiment, it is just the name of the access point that associated with the FogNets
provider device and the time slot). The energy consumption of the MWoT device
for this task is varying from 29.59 Joules to 36.27 Joules due to the communica-
tion/processing delays at the servers. The second task is uploading the data to the
selected FogNets provider device over the Wi-Fi. The MWoT device search for
available Wi-Fi access points, established a session with the preferred access point
(FogNets provider), and uploads 200KB of sensor data. Total energy consump-
tion for this task is about 223.75 Joules. Figure 22 presented the energy utilisation
of the MWoT device that follows the proposed framework in different sensing
schedules in contrast to doing the solo sensing. The result has shown that when
the numbers of sensing tasks are increasing the energy efficiency of the proposed
framework also increasing.
Also, we have tested energy consumption of BLE scanning in different situa-
tions. For instance, Figure 23 shows that BLE scanning power trace of the MWoT
device that is in the environment of minimum 5, 10, and 15 devices which are ad-
vertising their URLs. The average power consumption for these three situations
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is 219.96mA, 219.07mA, and 220.27mA respectively.
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Figure 23: Power consumption for BLE scanning in three different environments
Apart from that, we also studied the average power consumption of the BLE
scanning in the environment that has more than 15 BLE devices and for the period
of 20, 40, and 60 seconds. As shown in Figure 24 there is a big power demand
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at the beginning of the scanning (about 400mA) and maintain the low power con-
sumption (225mA) during the rest of time.
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Figure 24: Power consumption of the MWoT device for BLE scanning(20, 40, 60
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Moreover, we also conducted a test with two different proximity communica-
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tion types and analysed the average energy consumption at the MWoT device as
follows.
a) Upload the data over the Bluetooth channel
In this case, MWoT device uploads its data to the FogNets provider device
over the Bluetooth channel which is established between them. The size of
uploaded data is the same as the previous setting (200KB-1000KB) and the
results are shown in Figure 25.
b) Upload the data over the Wi-Fi channel
Here, the FogNets provider device also works as a Wi-Fi hotspot and the
MWoT device connected to the FogNets provider over the Wi-Fi link and
upload the data to the Fog node (200KB-1000KB). The FogNets provider
then forwards data to the corresponding DDAS at a later time. The average
energy consumption of each instance is also presented in Figure 25.
Case Scenario 6.2.4. Being a FogNets provider Vs. not being a FogNets
provider
In this experiment we discovered the energy expenditure at the FogNets provider
device when:
a) Uploads its own data collected from the sensors to the own DDAS
b) Also, working as a FogNets provider to upload other MWoT devices’ data
while uploading the own data
Moreover, the test was conducted with the same Sensor data set that consists of
item’s size as 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000KB. In the first instance, we assumed that
the initial data size is 200KB and the FogNets provider uploads this data to the
cloud server at regular intervals. The measured average energy expenditure for
this transaction is about 269.1 Joules. In the second instance, the MWoT device
sends the different size of data items (from 200KB to 1000KB) to the FogNets
provider device and it uploads received data together with its own data (200KB) as
one package. Figure 26 shows that the average energy consumption to upload only
the own data(not being a FogNets provider) and to receive+upload the brokering
data with own data (being a FogNets provider).
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6.2.3. Discussion
We observed that direct uploading data over the mobile Internet connection is con-
suming more energy than using a FogNets provider. However, according to Figure
25, to upload 1000KB directly to the DDAS cost 296.7 Joules while uploading the
same data to the FogNets provider through the proximity communication methods
like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, it cost only 228.6 Joules and 237.8 Joules respectively.
When a device works as a FogNets provider for other devices, we can see that
there is no big difference in energy consumption when uploading the data within
a certain limit. For instance, when the FogNets provider device is not brokering,
it consumes 269.1 Joules to upload 200KB and while being as a FogNets provider
for another 200KB from the MWoT device, it consumes only additional 227.2
Joules (496.3-269.1)(Figure 26). In summary, when comparing the energy con-
sumption of being a FogNets provider vs. not being a FogNets provider, it is clear
to see that being a FogNets provider consumes a little bit of more energy than
the solo mode because being a FogNets provider involves more processing tasks
(such as maintaining sessions, running a server, running hotspot, etc.) compared
to the case of not being a FogNets provider. Apart from that working as a FogNets
provider for the proximity devices is not a huge burden for the device.
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6.3. Evaluation of Adaptive Mobile Web Server Framework for
Mist Computing in the Internet of Things
6.3.1. Objective
The proposed mobile-embedded Platform, as a Service (mePaaS) framework (Chap-
ter 4), enables mobile devices to provide a flexible way of sharing their computa-
tional and networking mechanisms as services. In the Mist Computing environ-
ment, the mePass framework provides a flexible program execution environment
and self-adaptive resource management in mobile devices. Further, if a mePass
node cannot perform a task by itself or if it cannot achieve the performance re-
quirement for the task execution, it is possible to distribute the work to another
mePass node as long as it generates a more efficient result.The performance of
the proposed mePass framework has been thoroughly evaluated using several test
cases. The objective of these test scenarios is to show the self-adaptive resource
management and task distribution features of the mePass node that enhance the
QoS of service provisioning in the Mist computing environment.
6.3.2. Experimental Setup and Prototype Implementation
The proof-of-concept mePaaS prototype has been implemented on an Android OS
mobile device (LG G4C). Following is the summary of the main components that
have been implemented for the prototype:
Controller, Local Service Module Manager (LSMM), Service Provisioning
and Schedule Manager:. These components are the core elements of mePaaS.
They have been implemented as one local service on Android OS.
Service modules were implemented as independent local applications. They
are managed by LSMM component in which LSMM dynamically launches them
as plugin based services for fulfilling the requests and they are automatically ter-
minated when they are no longer needed. Since the service modules are a plugin-
like software components, it is easy to extend the framework by installing more
modules (Android application package). The current version of the prototype
has seven service modules: Video, Image, GPS, Temperature, HTTP, MQTT, and
CoAP.
Program Execution Engine is an extension of the Android-ported Activity
BPM engine (http://activiti.org) derived from [44]. It can execute the program
that has been modelled as BPMN with script language support. The details and
performance testing of the process engine can be found in [44]. Although the
ported Activity BPM may not be the best option for other kind of IoT devices (e.g.
Raspberry Pi), at this stage, it is sufficient for the proof-of-concept of mePaaS.
Case Scenario 6.3.1. Self-configured service description of SDM
This test scenario evaluates the feature of dynamic changes in the SDM ac-
cording to available resources of the mePass node. First, the author has developed
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several service modules and installed with the mePaaS. Initially, in the idle state,
the MWoT device is not processing any request and Local Service Module Man-
ager has published the SDM as below:
{
"@context": "http://schema.org/geo","@id": "i:locaSensor1",
"@type": "i:LocationSensor",
"name": "Current Location of the Server",
"url": "http://172.19.28.237:8765/location",
"@context": "http://schema.org/temp",
"@id":"i:tempSensor1","@type":"i:TemperatureSensor",
"name":"Current Ambient Temperature",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/temp",
"@context": "http://schema.org/image","@id": "i:camera1",
"@type": "i:ImageSensor","name": " Image Sensing Service ",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/image",
"@context": "http://schema.org/video","@id": "i:camera1",
"@type": "i:ImageSensor","name": " Video Sensing Service ",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/video",
"@context": "http://schema.org/upload","@id": "i:upload",
"@type": "i:DataUpload1","name": "Data Uploading Service",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/dataForwader"
}
Since there are no resource intensive services are currently running, mePaaS
published all service modules are available to clients. To confirm the dynamic na-
ture of the service provisioning, then send a client request to the mePaaS node, that
require a periodic video sensing task which captures a 30 second video clip in ev-
ery minute for 10 minutes duration and then uploads to a distant server. This task
requires using the camera as a hardware component and considerable amount of
mobile Internet bandwidth. Moreover, the controller coordinates with the LSMM,
Schedule Manager, and SP in order to update the SDM. In our previous prototype,
the controller just removes the other services from the SDM those also require the
camera to provide the services. However, with the information from the schedule
manager, this new prototype can reconfigure the SDM more effectively. Because
the controller provides exact time frames when the camera hardware is available
in advance, hence the LSMM can inform to the SP to reconfigure the SDM ac-
cordingly. Moreover, in our framework, the SP component temporally removed
two services from the SDM that utilised the camera hardware as shown below, to
avoid receiving another service request that also needs to access the camera at the
same time slot.
{
"@context": "http://schema.org/geo","@id": "i:locaSensor1",
"@type": "i:LocationSensor",
"name": "Current Location of the Server",
"url": "http://172.19.28.237:8765/location",
"@context": "http://schema.org/temp","@id":"i:tempSensor1",
"@type":"i:TemperatureSensor",
"name":"Current Ambient Temperature",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/temp",
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"@context": "http://schema.org/upload","@id": "i:upload",
"@type": "i:DataUpload1","name": "Data Uploading Service",
"url":"http://172.19.28.237:8765/dataForwader"
}
However, this is only for 30 seconds and thereafter the SP component recon-
figures SDM that will make available video and image sensing until the next time
slot.
Case Scenario 6.3.2. Communication delay - Mist vs. Fog vs. Distant Data
Centre
Cloud
Data process
Internet gateway 
(GW) 
mePaaS host
Client
BS
BLE
Zeroconf
Sensor
Zeroconf
BLE
IP hub
Fog node
Path of Cloud Path of Fog Path of Mist
Figure 27: Experiment setup. Mist vs. Fog vs. Distant Data Centre
In this test case, the author compared the communication delay between three
paths as cloud, fog, and mist. As shown in Figure 27, the author deployed a
temperature sensor which connected to the Arduino board. The sensor advertises
ambient temperature with the current time stamp in every second via the BLE
communication protocol. In the first test case, mePaaS host collects temperature
data in the proximity, (just from the sensor via BLE) and provide to other clients
as a service. Moreover, the client requests the current temperature information
from the mePaaS host and it just forwards the temperature information, including
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the timestamp which was recorded at the sensor node. At the client side, calculate
the average time difference between the original and received timestamp for one
thousand transactions. Secondly, the author measure the communication delay
along the fog path. In this case, since the temperature sensor uses BLE as a
local communication protocol, we need a proxy device that connects BLE to IP
network. Here, we developed a simple Bluetooth application and installed it on
a mobile phone that receives data over BLE and forwards to the IP network over
the Wi-Fi link. Thereafter, the fog node received the temperature from the proxy
device and makes it available to the clients within the local Wi-Fi network. Here,
the fog node is a laptop (HP EliteBook G3) which connected to a TP-Link (TL-
WR940N) Wi-Fi router which set up a local network. In this test case, the client
connected to the local Wi-Fi network and received the ambient temperature over
the established fog path. The author measured the average delay as same as that
mentioned earlier. Finally, in the cloud path, the temperature sensor sends data
to the proxy device, and then it moves to the cloud server over the local Wi-Fi
network. Moreover, a Heroku web app has been developed as the cloud server,
which receives temperature data from the local sensor and published as a service
to other clients. In this situation, the client connected to the cloud server via a
mobile Internet connection (TELE2 LTE connection-Estonia) with the average of
50 Mbps and 33.87 Mbps for download and upload speed respectively. As of
other test cases, the author measured the average time delay for the cloud path
also. Since the amount of data is very small please note that we neglected the
processing time at the respective node in all test cases.
According to Figure 28, the mist path provides the least delay time (97.75 ms)
for client requests while the cloud path has highest communication delay (1287.28
ms). Moreover, the fog path has the 719.08 ms delay because the sensor data travel
through the proxy device and the fog server too.
Case Scenario 6.3.3. Performance of dynamic service module execution
As mentioned earlier, since the mePaaS node launches service modules on
demand, it has performed the bootstrapping test for each implemented service
module. Moreover, the author concerned that the bootstrapping process of service
modules can influence the overall performance and also add extra cost (e.g. en-
ergy, which is important if the Mist node is running in uncharged mode). Hence,
in this test case, the author measured the latency and the energy consumption that
are caused by bootstrapping the mePaaS service modules (Figure 29).
First, the author performed performed a test to get the average boot-up time
for each module. According to Figure 29(a), MQTT and CoAP service modules
have explicit latency due to establishing the underlying protocol stack. Also, here
the HTTP server is based on AndroidAsync
(https://github.com/koush/AndroidAsync) that provide lightweight web server run-
ning on Android. However, we can see a little bit higher delay in the Temperature
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Figure 28: Communication latency
sensing module. The reason is that there is no inbuilt temperature sensor; the
module should fetch the data from the proximity sensor. First, the module should
establish a BLE connection with the proximity sensor device that caused a few
milliseconds delay.
Second, the author performed a test to get the average power consumption of
modules during the bootstrapping. According to the test results (Figure 29(b)) that
measured by PeakTeck 3430 Digital Multimeter, the MQTT module consumes the
highest power (212.2mA) while CoAP and the Temperature sensing modules also
consume a reasonable amount of power during the bootstrapping.
The test results indicate the need for improving the bootstrapping process in
mePaaS, especially for reducing the bootstrapping time. As an alternative, the
author discovered that the Node.JS based framework can reduce the burden of
the bootstrapping process up to a certain level. However, most of the Android
compatible modules are still in the early stage and could not just integrate into the
current mePaaS framework.
Case Scenario 6.3.4. Performance of the process substitution
As described in the section 4.2.4 mePaaS node can use nearby nodes for pro-
cess substitution by selecting the best node for offloading the process. In this
selecting process, there are two factors that would be affected by the performance
of the offloading process.
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Figure 29: Service module bootstrapping cost and performance
First, the decision-making algorithm, which is based on comparing the per-
formance and service availability of each candidate node. When the numbers of
potential candidates are increasing, the algorithm should evaluate SDM from all
candidates that will take the longer latency in the decision making.
Second, since the decision making requires the SDM of each candidate, the
performance is also influenced by the SDM retrieval. However, this may be purely
related to the fundamental wireless network protocol speed. Since the upcoming
IEEE 802.11ax reaches 10 Gbps speed, this concern may be solved by the under-
lying hardware.
Hence, the time for the overall process can be measured based on:
T = max{T getSDMm }+ ∑
m∈|D |
T readSDMm +T
runAlg
m (6.1)
where:
– m denotes one candidate for offloading. The environment has a set of m,
which may be denoted by M.
– T getSDMm is the time consumed for retrieving candidate—m’s SDM asyn-
chronously.
– D is a set of retrieved SDM in local memory.
– T readSDMm is the time consumed for reading m’s SDM in local memory.
– T runAlgm is the time consumed for applying m in the candidate selection
algorithm.
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Figure 30: Average time consumption for identifying offloading node
Figure 30 shows the average time consumption for identifying the best offload-
ing node from many potential candidates, which include both reading SDM and
applying the parameters from SDM to the matchmaking algorithm. It is clearly
indicating that when the numbers of candidates are increasing the latency is also
highly increasing due to reading all SDMs. However, the processing time does
not explicitly cause much latency, which indicates that today’s smartphones are
quite capable of performing computational tasks.
Case Scenario 6.3.5. Cost and performance of the process distribution
This test case evaluated the performance of the process distribution using three
cases as:
• Case 1:The Mist node owner is not using the device while the device is
performing the program from the requester that involves a video sensing
task. According to the request, the mePaaS node should record a video for
30 seconds and split it into two video files and upload to a distant server.
This case is mentioned as ’Normal’ in Figure 31.
• Case 2:In this case, the Mist node owner is using the device (e.g playing a
game) while the device is executing the program from the requester. Here,
the author performed own CPU intensive task (average CPU usage about
41%) and at the same time do the video sensing task that was requested by
the client. This case is denoted by ’In use, not offload’ in Figure 31.
• Case 3: The Mist node owner is performing the same task and due to the
lower resources (high CPU usage), the mePaaS has distributed the process
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to another Mist node (use LG G4C smartphone). This case is mentioned as
’In use, do offload’ in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Process offloading testing results
Figure 31(a) shows the time comparison of the three cases. As the figure
shows, video sensing and uploading task consumes 157.89 seconds, which in-
cludes the time for recording, splitting a video into two files, and uploading. Here
we observed that still the Android system takes more time for video process-
ing than other alternatives such as Open-CV. Moreover, still offloading consumed
considerable amount of time as the Android Wi-Fi connection between the two
devices was not quite fast. Figure 31(b) shows the CPU consumption compari-
son among the three cases. Initially, it consumes about 18% of the CPU for the
given video sensing task. Next time, without offloading the CPU usage can go
over 72% for the both processes. Also, we observed that sometimes the Android
system kills the sensing task due to the high CPU use. However, once the mePaaS
node made a decision to offload the process to the proximity mist node, the figure
shows that the CPU usage has reduced to 51% that includes the video recording
and offloading the task to another node.
6.3.3. Discussion
The execution of a resource intensive application on the device while the mePaaS
framework operates in the background has helped evaluate the self-configured ser-
vice provisioning scheme Since the resource intensive application has made the
hardware resource required for certain service modules insufficient, Service Pro-
visioning has reconfigured the Service Description Metadata automatically. Con-
sidering the process substitution performance, the result has shown that when the
number of candidates increased, more SDMs need to be processed and hence the
latency increases. mePass nodes are capable of distributing a process to another
Mist node when it cannot perform a task by itself. As Figure 28 shows, offloading
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a process to another node when required enhances the performance of the service
provisioning instead of performing all tasks on the device itself.For instance, of-
floading a task to another node reduces the CPU load from 72% to 51% and the
time to complete the process also gets reduced from 280 seconds to 207 seconds.
6.4. Evaluation of Lightweight Mobile Web Service
Provisioning for the Internet of Things Mediation
6.4.1. Objective
Chapter 3 presents an energy efficient, lightweight Mobile Web Service provi-
sioning framework that utilizes technologies designed to constraint the Internet of
Things environment. The framework attempts to overcome resource-intensive is-
sues in the mobile embedded service provisioning domain; such as limited mem-
ory, processing power, a quick drain of the battery, etc. The following section
provides details of the prototype implementation and testing scenarios. In addi-
tion, during the implementation and testing, RESTful architecture and lightweight
protocols were used to ensure less complexity while assuring energy efficiency of
the framework. The evaluation results have shown that the proposed lightweight
MWS framework can provide a more cost-efficient MWS provisioning solution
as against past traditional MWS frameworks.
6.4.2. Experimental Setup and Prototype Implementation
MWoT server
The MWoT server was implemented on Google/LG Nexus 5 running Android
version 5.0.1. The implementation is basically adapted from the JCoAP1 that
provides a Java API for the CoAP. In addition, MWoT server has also been tested
on Raspberry Pi B+ and Nexus 9 tablets.
For the external sensory data collection, the author implemented Arduino based
temperature sensor module which senses the ambient temperature and sends the
data to the MWoT server over the BLE connection. The Arduino setup includes
the MEGA ADK board (microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560), LM35
temperature sensor and the RedBear BLE Shield (based on the Nordic nRF8001
Bluetooth Low Energy IC). The author implemented the Bluetooth communica-
tion at the Raspberry Pi with the LogiLink CSR Bluetooth v4.0 dongle, BlueZ
5.29 and Node.js.
To start an instance of the Web server, The MWoT server needs to instantiate a
new CoAP local endpoint to start providing services. In the implementation, the
author defined four types of resources:
• TmpResource - provides the current room temperature,
1 https://github.com/dapaulid/JCoAP
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• LocationResource - provides current location details (GPS) details of the
MWoT server,
• AltitudeResource - provides current altitude information, and
• LightResource - provides the ambient light of the environment
At the present implementation, these resources are only designed to perform
the GET method which is called by the clients to get services from the MWoT
server.
EXI data process
The author used ExiProcessor2 the open source Java-based library that encodes
text-XML files into binary EXI and decodes EXI files back to XML. The current
prototype uses pre-compressed EXI files because the current Android OS SDK
does not support a number of required API libraries for ExiProcessor. For the
testing, the author managed to implement ExiProcessor on the Raspberry Pi with
the 3G dongle for the mobile Internet connectivity.
Local and global service discovery
Clients within the proximity can discover the MWoT server from the IP described
by the BLE advertisement without establishing Bluetooth pairing connection with
the MWoT server. For the global discovery, the DNS server was simulated in a
regular laptop computer.
Case Scenario 6.4.1. Throughput comparison
Figure 32: Throughput of MWS
Figure 32 illustrates the throughput comparison between the conventional HTTP-
based MWS framework and the proposed lightweight MWS framework. The pro-
posed framework can maintain the 100% success rate up to 140 coinciding re-
2 http://sourceforge.net/p/exiprocessor/home/Home/
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quests per second and at least maintains 95% success rate up to 160 coinciding
requests per second in the Wi-Fi network. Furthermore, the author observed that
improved performance in the 4G network because of the inconsistent packet delay
than the Wi-Fi network. On the other hand, the conventional mobile Web server
showed that it could only handle up to 70 simultaneous requests per second in the
Wi-Fi network and 130 simultaneous requests per second in the 4G network with
the throughput of 95%. Moreover, we can see the throughput of the conventional
MWS dropped drastically after reaching its maximum capability.
Case Scenario 6.4.2. CPU usage comparison
Figure 33: CPU load of MWS
In order to record the CPU usage while the MWoT server is providing services,
the author utilised the Android Device Monitor that displays the CPU Load for the
top applications running on the mobile device. As Figure 33 shows, the average
CPU load is below 5% in the CoAP based server implementation. Conversely,
in HTTP-based MWoT server implementation, it is around 11.75% for 100 si-
multaneous client requests per second. When the numbers of client requests are
increasing (around 110/Sec), the HTTP-based MWoT server application crashed
because it is CPU intensive. On the other hand, CoAP-based MWoT server can ac-
commodate even a higher load from clients. Another interesting factor the author
observed is that the kernel CPU loads of both applications. In the HTTP-based
MWoT server, kernel CPU load is at a very high level while comparing with the
CoAP-based MWoT server, which is as little as about 1%.
Case Scenario 6.4.3. Energy consumption comparison
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(a) 20 client requests (b) 40 client requests
(c) 60 client requests (d) 80 client requests
Figure 34: Comparison of energy consumption (CoAP vs HTTP)
To measure the energy consumption, the author monitored total energy con-
sumption of the device when the MWoT server is running under the different
loads. During the test, the Web server serves 20, 40, 60 and 80 clients per second
with the size of the payload from 100 bytes to 1000 bytes. Our test bed consists
of PeakTech R© Digital Multimeter which provides the visualised real-time energy
consumption logging of the mobile devices. The Multimeter coupled to the bat-
tery of the phone and measures the current flow and the voltage level during the
experiment. As shown in Figure 34, the CoAP server consumes less energy than
the HTTP server. With 20 concurrent client requests, the average energy con-
sumption is increased according to the size of the payload for both protocols as
expected (Figure 34 Chart (a) ). However, the author noticed that decrement of
power consumption of the HTTP server at higher payloads (800 bytes & upwards).
For instance, as shown in Figure 34. Chart (c), with 60 concurrent client requests,
HTTP and CoAP consume 65.78 J and 52.61 J for 800 bytes respectively. Con-
sequently, when the payload increases, the energy consumption increases accord-
ingly in the CoAP server, but slightly decreases in the HTTP server. Furthermore,
we can see that HTTP consumes less energy than CoAP when the payload is 1000
bytes. The reason that the author observed is many sessions have been dropped
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at this point due to the limitations of the HTTP server which caused the drop in
energy consumption.
Case Scenario 6.4.4. Using a Raspberry Pi over the mobile phone
After observing the high performance of the proposed CoAP based MWoT
server, the author designed a test case to investigate the performance of a mobile
phone and a Raspberry Pi model B+. The author wanted to explore the feasibility
of using a Raspberry Pi over the mobile phone in the MWoT service provision.
First, the author installed the CoAP Web server on the Raspberry Pi model B+
and used a 4G dongle to connect to the Internet. The author measured the energy
consumption of the device in the idle state and when the server is running under
a different number of client requests and payloads. The same setup is applied for
the mobile phone and record the measurements as explained in the previous case
study with help from the PeakTech Digital Multimeter.
According to the result (shown in Figure 35), the mobile phone consumes less
energy than the Raspberry Pi (RPi). With 20 concurrent client request (Figure 35.
Chart (a)), energy consumption of the phone varies in a large range according to
the size of the payload (from 12 J to 45.5 J). However, RPi behaves differently
because it consumes from 50 J to 60.9 J for the same amounts of payloads. There
is a limitation the author observed that it could not increase the size of the payload
along with the number of client requests due to the large number of packets lost
at the RPi. For instance, when using the RPi server, there were a large number of
packet losses on the client device when the payload beyond the 500 bytes and the
energy consumption also decreased accordingly. Moreover, the author only able to
measure the energy consumption at the RPi up to the payload of 500 bytes during
the rest of the experiment. The overall result shows that at the RPi, the size of
the payload is not that much affected to the average energy consumption because
there is no big variance in consumed energy against the size of the payload (Figure
35. Chart (a) & (b)).
(a) 20 client requests (b) 60 client requests
Figure 35: Comparison of energy consumption (Phone vs Raspberry Pi )
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Case Scenario 6.4.5. Performance of Global Sensing Service Scheduler
Figure 36: Comparison of energy consumption
In this experiment, the author added Global Sensing Service Scheduler into
MWoT server. Then measured the energy consumption for a different number of
coinciding client requests that are asking the list of temperatures in five buildings
for the last six hours. The size of the payload of the reply message is around
800kb. With the Sensing Service Scheduler, MWoT server does not have to send
a reply with the same data for all the clients, instead of after sending the response
for the first request, it copies the data to a cloud instance and replies with the URL
of the server which has the data to the subsequent requests. According to the result
shown in Figure 36, the Sensing Service Scheduler keeps minimising the energy
consumption by handling multiple service requests for the same resource. More
details of experiments conducted with the Global Sensing Service Scheduler can
be found in the work at [26].
6.4.3. Discussion
Several test cases to investigate the performance of the proposed lightweight Web
service provisioning framework were designed. The first test case compares the
throughput of the framework against the traditional HTTP based mobile Web
server. The results shown in figure 29, reveal that the proposed framework can
maintain 100% success rate up to 140 coinciding requests per second while the
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traditional framework can only handle about 70 concurrent requests per second.
In addition, other performance evaluation results (Server CPU, Energy consump-
tion, etc.) have shown that the proposed lightweight MWS framework can provide
a more cost-efficient MWS provisioning solution as against past traditional MWS
frameworks.
6.5. Summary
In this chapter, the author has presented details of the implemented prototypes and
the evaluation results of the proposed frameworks.
In the first section, the author has shown that the optimised scheduling strat-
egy can save energy for the collaborative IoT devices. The framework has been
deployed on LG Sprit mobile phones running Android version 5.0.1., and the
FogNets provider device has embedded with NanoHTTPd server. Then the author
has designed a test case to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling
algorithm. The results have shown that the optimised scheduling approach could
increase the energy efficiency of the MWoT device. Moreover, it also has been
demonstrated that that participating in the collaboration will not drain much extra
energy from IoT devices that have been used as FogNets provider.
The second section presented the details of the prototype that the author has
designed and implemented for the mePaaS framework on an Android OS mobile
device (LG G4C). The author also described how the main components work to-
gether and how the Self-configured Service Description feature could change the
SDM. After that, it has shown that an experiment to compare the communication
delay between three paths as cloud, fog, and mist and confirms that the Mist nodes
has the lowest communication delay. Moreover, the performance of the process
distribution has shown that offloading a task to a nearby mePass node provide
better performance than not offloading when processing a burdensome task.
The last section describes the implementation details of the proposed lightweight
MWoT service provisioning framework on the mobile device. Then the author has
presented the performance evaluation test cases that designed to compare the con-
sumption of energy and the computational resources of the proposed framework
over the traditional frameworks. The evaluation results have shown that the pro-
posed lightweight MWoT framework can provide a more cost efficient MWoT
service provisioning solution than the past conventional frameworks.
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTION
7.1. Research Contributions
Contemporary smartphones are rapidly becoming ubiquitous because of the in-
tegrated embedded hardware and software sensor components and mobile net-
work technologies. In addition, smartphones can perform as mobile sensing ser-
vice gateways that exploit established communication techniques to interact with
sensors and actuators in proximity, and provide real-time spatial information to
remote servers or directly to clients via embedded mobile device-hosted web ser-
vices. Given the capabilities of contemporary mobile devices, the author proposed
using mobile devices as MIoT devices and, to overcome the interoperability is-
sues across the heterogeneous platforms and applications, to use the W3C WoT
standard. This standard enables seamless communication over standard web tech-
nologies and increases the sustainability of MIoT deployment. To differentiate
from the general MIoT, in this thesis, the author termed the WoT-driven MIoT
devices as MWoT devices.
To realise the MWoT architecture, this thesis proposed an energy-efficient,
lightweight MWoT service provisioning framework in Chapter 3. The proposed
framework addresses the underlying challenges of the constrained nature of avail-
able resources on MWoT devices. In this chapter, the author investigated how
lightweight protocols can be integrated into MWoT devices. Using lightweight
protocols, MWoT devices can provide the highest quality services, while over-
coming the fundamental issues caused by constrained resources. For example, the
author proposed using BLE as local service discovery, and collecting data from
the sensors in close proximity. Moreover, instead of traditional HTTP, the au-
thor introduced CoAP as the application layer protocol, and reduced the message
payload by using the EXI format.
However, when processing a large number of concurrent client requests, con-
flicts will occur between the services because the devices have limited sensing
components and may be unable to operate concurrently. Moreover, some clients
may seek periodical data and some may request real-time data. To overcome those
limitations and provide the services in a timely manner, the author also introduced
a service scheduling feature that addresses the discussed challenges to provide un-
interrupted service. Moreover, the service scheduler manager provides a schedule
for the MWoT devices that can provide services based on available time and re-
sources.
Although the service scheduler manager provides a suitable approach to han-
dle the conflict between services, it is insufficient when the MWoT device is
served with a large amount of data. For instance, if one client requests a resource-
extensive service task—such as a video-sensing service that consumes significant
processing power and bandwidth—while another client simultaneously requests
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an image-processing service that is also a resource-extensive task, the whole sys-
tem may become unstable and most services will be unavailable. In this situation,
the system will face a lack of resources, and even the service scheduler manager
cannot handle this issue.
To address this type of resource constraint issue, in Chapter 4, the author pro-
posed a framework, called mePaaS, that can execute customised computational
processes defined by their requesters, and use resources from the available nearby
devices. The proposed framework uses a plugin module-based approach that op-
timises the usage of native computational and networking components when han-
dling the complex type of services. The feature introduced here is defined as a
self-configured service description that dynamically updates the SDM based on
the availability of resources. Initially, if there are no resource-intensive services
running, the mePaaS node publishes all available services with the SDM. Follow-
ing this, the controller communicates with the service availability controller that
is continuously communicating with the resource state monitoring component to
attain the latest state of the resource usage of the service components. There-
after, the service provisioning component publishes the latest available services
in the SDM, based on the availability of resources. In addition, a mist node can
form a grid-computing group centred by itself with other mist nodes because the
SDM also describes the resource availability of a mist node. With this feature,
when there is a situation such as a mePaaS node being unable to perform a re-
quested task because of lack of its own resources, it can distribute the task among
other mist nodes in proximity. Moreover, the author introduced a work distribu-
tion scheme that will enable one mePaaS node to offload a task to other mePaaS
nodes.
In the context in which the MWoT device works as a service gateway for other
IoT devices, the type of communication channels also seriously affects the en-
ergy conservation of the device. For example, it is more energy intensive to use
mobile Internet-based data transmission to upload the collected data than using
a Wi-Fi connection. Moreover, when the number of times in which the com-
munication sessions are increased, the amount of the consumed energy increases
accordingly. To address energy-related issues when the MWoT device is operating
as a service gateway, the author introduced a proactive gateway service schedul-
ing scheme that shares the Internet opportunistically. The proposed framework
enables the MWoT device to discover the proximity using low-powered service
discovery, such as BLE, while collecting data from the sensors in proximity. In
the meantime, the MWoT device can discover the potential FogNets providers.
After the initial setup, the MWoT device can use the low-powered communica-
tion channel to upload data via the selected FogNets. Due to various reasons, the
selected FogNets providers may not be available continuously, and MWoT device
may require changing the gateway accordingly. The proposed framework aims to
optimise the FogNets connection schedule by using the same FogNets provider
for subsequent data uploading periods that reduces the extra energy consumption
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derived from the switching FogNets providers. Moreover, this research indicated
that a FogNets provider device does not consume much more power when upload-
ing data within a certain limit.
7.2. Future Research Directions
• Service provisioning/discovery
In Chapter 3, the MWoT system utilises standard web service publishing
mechanisms such as publishing its service description metadata to a global
service registry and a remote client can discover the MWoT server by re-
questing the service registry and, using a BLE advertisement for the local
service discovery. However, the proposed protocols have some limitations
such as relying on a centralised system, delays in the service discovery, lot
more data in the service description, etc. One of the possible solutions will
be a distributed approach to service publishing, including a mesh network-
ing solution that can improve service discovery and visibility.
• Server-less architecture for energy efficiency
Recently, the Function as a Service [55] defined a very lightweight sys-
tem, combined with server-less architecture. Instead of running a complete
server on a mobile device, it might be possible to merge the MWoT ser-
vice provisioning framework with the server-less architecture that is mainly
focused on individual functions. Future designers can use this approach
to minimise the energy consumption of the MWoT service provisioning
framework.
• Quality of Experience (QoE)
In the proactive FogNets scheduling scheme proposed in Chapter 5, it as-
sumes that the QoS of the available FogNets providers is the same. How-
ever, in reality, the QoE attributes of those FogNets providers maybe not
the same. For example, when considering a FogNets provider with more
connected client nodes with limited bandwidth may be not performing well
compared to another FogNets provider that has a high bandwidth and less
number of connected client nodes. Consequently, another potential future
work is to apply the QoE attributes such as the bandwidth, the number of
connected nodes, queue length, etc. to the process of the scheduling algo-
rithm to enhance the selection procedure.
• Security and Privacy
Currently, we did not consider security and privacy issues in mobile Web
service provisioning. However, it will be of great interest to add confiden-
tiality and security levels to the current framework. In particular, the privacy
of data, such as healthcare data, the ability to detect malicious packets or
activities and ignore them, can be considered to enhance the security of
service provisioning.
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• Formal methods/mathematical proofs for the framework
In this thesis, only the experimental proofs have been applied to evaluate
the proposed frameworks. However, for future developers, it will be in-
teresting to apply a mathematical model to confirm the energy efficiency
of the MWoT service provisioning framework. There are numerous ap-
proaches such as eDiscovery [64], an energy efficient adaptive device dis-
covery protocol, deep Q-learning model [4], which enhance the efficiency
in computation offloading, a deep-learning-based response-time-prediction
framework [5] etc. These works can be a starting point for formal proofs
that can be applied for the future design of MWoT framework.
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SISUKOKKUVÕTE
Raamistik mobiilsete asjade veebile
Asjade Internet (ingl Internet of Things, lüh IoT) tähistab mõistet, kus füüsilised ja
virtuaalsed objektid, nagu näiteks autod, kodumasinad, loomad, tööstusmasinad,
moodustavad keskkonna, kus need objektid on digitaalselt üheselt identifitseerita-
vad, võimaldades neil omavahel üle Interneti suhelda. Kontseptuaalses IoT arhi-
tektuuris on peamiseks võrgusuhtluse tehnoloogiaks internetiprotokoll (IP) sõltu-
mata sellest, mis protokollid on kasutusel ülemises rakenduskihis, mistõttu jäävad
ühilduvusega seotud küsimused vastuseta. Sellest lähtuvalt on World Wide Web
(lüh W3C) konsortsium loonud asjade veebi (ingl Web of Things, lüh WoT), mis
standardiseerib kommunikatsiooniliideseid IoT esemete vahel, eesmärgiga saavu-
tada globaalne, veebitehnoloogiatel põhinev suhtlusprotokolli standard.
Teisalt on mobiilseadmetest nagu nutitelefonid ja tahvelarvutid saanud pea-
mised komponendid mobiilsetes IoT süsteemides. Täpsemalt kätkevad nutitele-
fonid endas erinevaid riistvara- ja tarkvarapõhiseid andureid ning neil on võime-
kus vahendada väliste andurite (nt kehaandur) andmeid pilvepõhisesse kesksesse
haldussüsteemi. Selleks, et kasutada mobiilseid seadmeid IoT süsteemis andu-
riandmete allikana või vahendajana saab süsteem majutada mobiilseadmes mo-
biilseid veebiteenuseid (ingl Mobile Web Services, lüh MWS). MWS pakub lisa-
võimekust mitmete anduripõhiste mobiilsete rakenduste puhul, sealhulgas mobile
crowdsensing, reaalaja-personaalmeditsiin ja läheduspõhised mobiilsed sotsiaal-
võrgustikud.
Sellised targad mobiilsed seadmed paigutuvad mobiilse IoT kategooriasse (lüh
MIoT), mis hõlmab füüsiliste, liikuvate objektide (näiteks loomad, droonid, sõi-
dukid või ka inimesed) ühendamist. Arvestades, et olemasolevate mobiilseadmete
ja tarkvararaamistike hulk on suur, tõstatub MIoT-s ühilduvuse probleem. Tõhu-
sa MIoT-süsteemide vahelise suhtluse saavutamiseks on võimalik WoT arhitek-
tuuriga kohandada MIoT seadmed mobiilseteks WoT (MWoT) seadmeteks.
Kuigi uusimate mobiilseadmete andmeedastuskiirused ning arvutuslik võim-
sus on üpris võimekad, ei ole võimalik aku toitel pikaajaliselt jooksutada raken-
dusi, mis mitmetuumaliste protessorite ja 3G/4G ühenduste võimalusi intensiiv-
selt ära kasutavad. Hulk varasemaid teadustöid on uurinud, kuidas ületada res-
sursinõudlikkusega seotud probleeme mobiilil majutatavate teenuste vallas. Siiski
leidub kitsaskohti, mis vajavad tähelepanu, pidades silmas seadme energiasääst-
likkust. Käesolevas doktoritöös esitleb autor kergekaalulist teenusekesket MWoT
raamistikku, mis kasutab energiasäästlikke rakenduskihi protokolle.
Tüüpilises IoT süsteemis toimub andmetöötlus ja juhtimine keskses, pilvepõ-
hises haldussüsteemis. Ka MWoT võiks lähtuda sellisest ülesehitusest, kuid ar-
vestades latentsuse probleemi mobiilseadme ja pilve vahelise ühenduse korral, ei
suuda klassikaline lähenemine toetada rakendusi, mis nõuavad ülimadalaid reakt-
siooniaegu andmete põhjal otsuste tegemiseks. Selliste vajaduste rahuldamiseks
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on autor laiendanud kergekaalulist MWoT raamistikku lähisuduarvutuse (ingl mist
computing) mehhanismiga, mis võimaldab süsteemil osa arvutusülesandeid pil-
vest MWoT hostile jaotada. Võttes arvesse MWoT hosti riistvara piiratust võr-
reldes pilvega, ei suuda MWoT host rahuldada teenuskvaliteedi (ingl Quality of
Service, lüh QoS) nõudeid olukordades, kus samu riistvarafunktsioone hõlmavate
üheaegsete päringute hulk on suur. Selleks tutvustab autor autonoomset ressursi-
teadlikku teenuste konfigureerimist, mis haldab MWoT hostil majutatavate tee-
nuste kättesaadavust dünaamiliselt muutuva riistvararessursi kättesaadavuse põh-
jal. Lisaks toetab raamistik ülesannete jaotamist hulga lähisuduarvutust toetavate
ressurside vahel.
Autor on uurinud ka MWoT seadmete energiatarbimise vähendamise küsi-
must, pidades silmas mobiilse internetiühenduse võrdlemist väiksema levialaga
tehnoloogitega, nagu Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy (lüh BLE) jt. Ehkki MWoT
seadmed võivad ära kasutada avalikke Wi-Fi pääsupunkte, tõstatab see turvalisu-
sega seonduvaid küsimusi. Kui MWoT seadmed aga kasutaksid eelnevalt identifi-
seeritud ja usaldatud osapoolte pääsupunkte, hoiaks see kokku akuressurssi ja väl-
diks turvaprobleeme. Hiljutised uurimused IoT valdkonnas asetavad rõhku geog-
raafiliselt kaugetest keskserveritest protsesside jaotamisele IoT seadmete lähedal
asuvatele ressurssidele. Sellist lähenemist nimetatakse uduarvutuse ja -võrgu ar-
hitektuuriks ning see pakub MWoT-le alternatiivset võimalust Internetiga ühen-
dumiseks. Kuid udu-võrguteenuste (ingl Fog Networking service, lüh FogNets)
kasutamine püstitab uusi uurimisküsimusi seoses FogNets võrguteenuste pakku-
jate paljususe ja heterogeensusega. Viimane seisneb varieeruvates töögraafikutes,
töörkoomustes, ootejärjekordades jne. Juhul, kui MWoT seade ei võta selliseid
parameetreid arvesse, võib juhtuda, et MWoT seade on sunnitud pidevalt tee-
nuspakkujaid vahetama ning seeläbi energiat raiskama, kuna selgub, et valitud
pakkuja töögraafik ei ühildu seadme nõuetega. Taolisi olukordi aitab vältida auto-
ri väljapakutud ennetav FogNets MWoT ajaplaneerimisraamistik. Antud raamis-
tik optimeerib FogNets ühenduste loomise graafikut, seades eesmärgiks FogNets
teenuspakkujate vahel ümberlülituste vältimise ja sellest tuleneva energia kokku-
hoiu.
Lõpetuseks, doktoritöö käsitleb põhjalikult energia kokkuhoidu MWoT jaoks,
töö käigus loodud raamistikud on arendatud päris seadmetele ja evalveeritud mit-
metes juhtumiuuringutes.
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